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Proposal Abolishing RT Committees Withdrawn
by Carlos de Sa

_T~e c~rrent negotiations between the College Admm1strat1on and the faculty Union (KCFT) concerning
Retention and Tenure procedures broke off when the
Administration submitted a controversial document to
t~e Union ~hich would, among other thlngs, abolish the
School of {'\rts and Sciences and the School of Education
Retention and Tenure Committees.
The 15-page document made
public at the November 28 meeting of the Faculty Senate would
also:
• limit membership on department RT committees to the
department chairpersons and
full professors, except in cases in
which a department has less than
three full professors.
• requ ire the department
chairpersons to make evalua-

tions and recommendations for
reappointment which are distinct and separate from those
made by the department committees.
• requ ire the department
committees to forward all vote
ta llies to the Administration and
to rank all candidates for reappointment in their " order of importance to the department 's
purpose and function."

In Thl.8
1S sue. . .

• prevent any candidate who
receives a negative - recommendation from the Vice President, and who appeals to the

The Homesteader
Challenged
Joe Cherepon , Head
Resident of Burch Hall,
has challenged the
Homesteader to a "War
of Words." See Cherepon's article Contra
Homesteader. (page 3)

Special Report

.

/

Ellen Curcio, the new
Affirmative Action
Director at Kean, discusses the shortfalls of
the program and ways to
improve it. (page 4)

Abba Eban

Israel's
former
Minister reviews the
current state of negotiations and its impact
upon Israel, the Middle
East, and the world.
(page 5)

"Nuclear Tiger"

J

John Aristotle Phillips;Princeton 's A-bomb kid,
relates his experiences
with the do-it-yourself
atomic bomb which
gained him instant celebrity. · (pages 6 and 7)
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. res1 . ent eonar P1ero (right): "We have a contract we're supposed to live by." Fred Marder Executive Assistant to the President (left): "In no way did we indend to implement the proposal." '
President, f~om "i nt~oducing
a_ny ,~ubstant1ally new rnformat1on during the appea l, and
prevent any coll~agues or
students of such_ cand idates from
supp_ortrng their appeals with
" petitions, letters to administrators, or personal interventions,"

none of which will be accepted
after the reappointment folder
leaves the department.
The cur_rent RT process goes
through five steps. The files of
faculty up for reappointment are
initially re viewed by the various
Departme ntal
Committees .

Montclarion Funds Frozen
The student newspaper of
Montclair
State
College,
Montclarion, had its funds
frozen last week by Student Government
Association
(SGA)
president Charles Sahner, pending an
investigation
into
alleged " fiscal discrepancies" in
the paper's bookkeeping.
Sahner based his decision on a
$13,300 fiscal shortfall discovered as a res.ult of .a. ,124;
Waterhouse Inc. audit spanning
a period of two years. In a statement released to the press,
Sahner referred to the audit, stating that the newspaper's fiscal
shortfall was probably due to
inefficient
accounting
procedures in tallying advertising
revenues.
The Montclarion was ordered
shut down on November 29, the
eve of its 50th anniversary issue,
while Sahner initiated a further
" fraud audit" to determine what
happened to the missing funds.
The timing and severity of
Sahner's actio_ns were questioned by the editors of the
Montclarions.
Editor-in-Chief
Peter Baligian stated , " He has no
proof of the paper's violations
and no proof of criminal activity
at all, but he's closed the paper
down as though this were the
case. He's known about the

. '.c1

~

shortfalls since September and
saw a good chance to cla mp
down with an excuse of checking out how our -accouffiing
system works."
According to News Editor Lisa
Burkhart, "The paper has completely changed and revamped
its bookkeeping procedures."
She pointed out that the

Montclarion relies heavily on its
advertising revenues and could
be adversely affected by the
shutdown . The paper wa s set and
ready to go to press when word
of Sahner's decision came and
there was no time to notify the
advertisers.
Burkhart indicated that the
(Continued on page 5)

These are composed of faculty
and stud~nts who are majoring
in that department. The next step
involves evaluation by the school
comm ittees. There is one representative from each student
government who forward their
recommendations to the V.P. for
Academic Affairs, who sends his
evaluations to the President. The
President forwards his final
recommendations to the Board
of Trustees for final dispensation .
Student leaders ex pressed
concern over losing their input
on those committees. "However
the new procedure is set up,

students must watch the process
very closely," stated Reggie
Glatt, member of the Graduate
(Continued on page 3J

.P .r oposed C'onstitution Introduced
by Russell C. Stokes Jr.
The first Stud~nt Council Session chaired by Valerie Allen
V.P. of Student Org., saw the introduction of a proposed Student Org. constitution and witnessed a split vote on the filling
of a vacant council seat.
The proposed constitution will
be voted on after review by
Council. The constitution has
not been revised since 1966. An
attempt at revision was made ana
discarded in 1971 , the current
revision has taken one and onehalf years and two Student Org.
administrations to bring to council floor. The constitution was
prepared by the executive board
of Student Org. Inc. in consultation with their corporate lawyer
Michael Lunga. Some council
members later expressed the
misgivings that this pro~ess of
revision has shifted the balance

of power to the executive board ,
however inadvertantly.
Student Council members
appeared to be unable to decide
between two evenly qualified
students; Fred Raimondi of
WKCU radio and Raul Rodgers,
President of the Spanish Cultural and Social Club . They watched
on, as Valerie Allen , VicePresident of Student Org. , presided over her first council meeting. Ray Parente had dedded to
hand down his chair so that Allen
would be prepared to chair
council meetings in the future if
necessary.

At one point during the discussion, after a number of parliamentary
procedures
had
proven futile , Ray Parente in an
effort to clarify a point was cut off
by Danny Lemberg. lemberg
received
the floor and
proceeded to attack Parente' s
point. According to Lemberg,
"You are powerless now that you
have removed yourself from the
chair, at this point the President
of Stude_nt Org shouldn ' t make a
decision ." Parente appeared to
be visibly disturbed, as he
pointed out to Lemberg and
Council
that by removing
himself from the chair he indeed
had the right to express his own
opinions. Parente later confirmed that there was " bad blood "

(Continued on page 5)

Assistant Dean Revisions Questioned
by Dorrie Christman
Following the unanimous approval by Student Council of a
revised Assistant Dean of
Students' job description, Dean
of Students Pat lppolita accepted
all but two of the provisions on
the revised document.
The revised Assistant Dean of
Students job description was
drafted by a special committee
created in t he Executive Board
Session of Student Organization
on Nov. 9 for that purpose.
Senior class president Howard
Popper had proposed the committee because it was felt that the
job description drawn up by
Dean Ippolito was not broad
enough and it seemed to pinpoint one department of the
Student
Personnel
Division
instead of all. The committee was
composed of Council members
Tara Higgins, Renaldo Stokes,

James Coholan and Diana lbarria. Stokes chaired the ·committee, which met three times and
drafted the following document :
Organization:
The Assistant Dean of Students
reports directly to the Dean of
Students and is assigned the responsibility
for
the
overall
operation
of
various
departments in the Student Personnel Division . Assumes the full
responsibility for the division in
the absence of the Dean .
Scope of the Job:
1. Assists the Director in the
operation of Student Activities
and assists in the supervision of
the professional and clerical
staff. The director of Student Activities reports to the Assistant
Dean.
2. Directs the operation of the
Office of New Student Programs,

the Coordinator of new student
programs reports to the Assistant
Dean.
3. Evaluates the selection,
training, and supervision of the
student staff for the College
Center, Financial Aid , Housing
and the Health Center.
4. Develops programs for improvements in the College
Center Facility .
5.Assist s in developing and administrating
procedures
for
utilization of college facilities by
student groups.
6. Provides liaison with Campus Recreation Programs .
.
7. Provides liaison and assists
with the operation of student
clubs.
8 . Provides liaison with
1.F .S.C.-lnter-Fraternity-Sorority Council, other fraternities
and social fellowships.
9. Serves on College Com-

mittees as assigned by the Dean .
10. Oversees the scheduling of
facilities for non-academic purposes . The scheduler reports to
Assistant Dean .
11. Serves as convener and exofficio member of Co-Curricular
Programming Boa.rd, administer
budget and handles all contracts.
12. Helps to develop and implement student development
programs for students.
13. Performs related work as
required.
14. Initiates evaluation and
feedback process in connection
with college. programming .
Specialization:
1. Masters Degree in a related
field.
2. Prior administrative supervisory experience in student personnel
services,
particularly

(Continued on page 4)
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Newsbeat
AFROTC Cadets Increase
There has been an increase of Kean College students tliat have
joined AF ROTC, (Air Force Reserve Officers Traini ng Corps .). Kean
Co llege which has had a cross town agreement with NJIT, (New Jersey
Institute ofTechnology, in Newark, had never graduated a cadet until
1977. At one time this campus had but one cadet in the entire four
year program . Until this year Kean , which has a rather nice ratio of
women.to men , had not had a woman cadet. Minorities which constitute a certain ratio of the campus had also been absent. This year
there are about six cadets enrolled at Kean . There are approximately
three Freshmen , of which one is a woma n and another a member of a
minority. Even if the Freshmen are discounted, there are three or four
more cadets, with about three who will grad uate in a year o r two. If
t hE::se three upperclassmen gradua te, this will increase t he recent
cadet gradu ate total abo ut 300% over 1977.,

Parking Appeals Committee
O n Tuesday, N ovembe r 21, 1978, the Pa r king A ppeals Committee
he ld a meet in g to revi ew ca mpu s park ing appeals . The A p peals Co m mittee, at t h is m eeti ng, review ed a tota l of 50 appeals , dati ng from the
begi n n ing o f September, 1978, to Novem ber 21, 1978.
The Committee consists o f faculty, sta ff an d members of th e student organization .
Any member of the College Community who received a campus
ticket for violation of campus rules and regulation s has the right to
appeal the ticket within 10 days of rece ipt of the ti cket. The appeal
may be a written appeal , or if so desired - one may appeal in person
before the Appeals Committee . Anyone wishing to appear before
the Committee, must request their appearance within 10 days of
receipt of the ticket . Prior to the meeting of the Committee, the person (s) wishing to appear before the Committee, will be notified in advance of the date, time and place.
All appeals should be sent to the Parking Appeals Committee, c/ o
Mae Forgione, Chairman , Campus Police Headquarters, Dougall
Hall.

Interview Techniq.ues Work~hop
The Office of Career Planning and Placement will sponsor a
Business-Interviewing Techniques Work shop on Wednesday,
December 13, 1978 at 2:15 p .rn . in the Alumni Loun ge of Downs Hall.
All interested students should try to attend th is ver y worthwhile
event.

Recruitment Schedule

.
Ma y, companies,

Each month, from October through
government agencies, and graduate schools wi II send representatives to
Kean College campus to interview interested seniors . Students
should contact our office if they wish to parti cipate in our recruitment program.
The following companies will be recruiting on our campus :
·un /78, Internal Revenue Service ; 12/12/ 78, N.\. State Department of Human Services; 12/ 13/ 78, Burroughs- Corporation;
12/ 14/ 78, Mutual of Omaha ; 12/ 19/ 78, N .J. YMHA - YWHA Camps.

Social Discussion
Shall social work and social welfare resources be directed only to
the poor and disadvantaged in our population , or shall such
organized efforts be spread and made available to all the people in
our midst? This perennial and disturbing question will be the topic of
discussion at the Second Social Work Colloquium which will be held
on Tuesday, December 19, 1978 from 1:40 to 3 p.rn . in The Alumni
Lounge, Downs Hall.
Mr. Christopher R. Dykema, a social worker employed by the
N .Y.C. Department of Social Services in the Group Hornes Division of
Special Services for Children , and a member of The Catalyst Collective that sponsors Catalyst, A Socialist Journal of the Social Services,
will be the featured speaker. Mr. Dykema has written extensively
egarding social work, social welfare and society.
The Colloquium is open to all interested students and faculty. The
vent is sponsored by The Social.Work Club and facult y as a mean s of
ntroducing ideas and persons who are not always available in the
lassroom.

Faces arid Feelings
New Dawn Arts Collective announces an exhibition of collages enitled " Faces and Feelings" by Torn Ditillo to open December 8 at the
ew Dawn Gallery , 1140 East Jersey St., Elizabeth , N.J.
Mr. Ditillo, a self-taught artist, uses techni cal elements of form ,
olor, drawing in his collages although his primary interest is in image
aking. Thus the images, which are specificall y taken from life, have
n evolutionary quality by balancing the formal with the person al.
This is the 3rd exhibit ion at the New Dawn Gallery and wil I run from
ecember 8 through January 2. The opening reception is December
from 6 to 8 p .rn . and the publi c is invited .

Free Theatre For Children
The Children 's Theatre W ork shop of Kea n Coll ege, consist ing of
ean students in the roles o f actors an d co -di rectors, will p resent two
ort plays on Dece mber 12 at noo n in th e Zell a Fry St udio Theatre
aughn Eames Hall ).
The plays presented will be: " Wh e re the Wi ld Thin gs A re" an d
alley of the Echoes." Both pl ays are intended fo r yo u ng peop le
tween the ages of four t hrou gh seven. A dm iss ion is free but
servations are required . Furthe r info rm ati on is availa b le by calli ng
an 's theatre department at 527-2349.

"A Christmas Carol" Performance
he Office o f Community Services at Kea n College is o ff er ing an
ditional performance of " A Christmas Carol " on December 23 at
p .m., in Kean ' s Wilkins Theatre. The regularly scheduled permance at 11 :00 a.m . and 1 :00 p .m. have' been sold out.
'nformation about tickets for the added performance can be obed by calling 527-2213.

Free Legal Services At Kean
by Pauline Sedares
Kean students should be advised and pleased to know t hat
fre e legal services are offe red
w ith cou nse ling by a practicing
atto rney every Thursday from
1 :00 p .rn. at the Student Organization Offices in the College
Center Bu ilding.
Attorney Michael Blacker is in
charge of legal co unseling. He
stated t hat the service, t hough at
first originally limited to
st udents, now includes legal
coun seli ng for the facu lty and
staff du ring the sa me ho u rs.
Black er comm e nted that after
exami n in g a claim for a st ude nt,
faculty, o r staff member, t hough
he could not lega ll y rep rese nt
them in court, ' he would
however o ff er counseling and
refer the person to another
lawyer of needed.
An interesting revelation from
Blacker was his comment on the
problems that seem to plague
the students most. He stated that
a large amount of counsel i ng was
in reference to divorce cases and
landlord / tenant
housing
problems.
Miscellaneous small claim
problems, such as car repairs,
violation tickets, and those who
are denied financial aid are other
items that the students present to
the attorney, while a smattering

Photo by Patricia Gallante

Attorney Michael Blacker thinks the free legal services "helps
students to become aware of the correct way of handling legal
problems."
o f immigration
of the correct way of handling
p r oblems ,
generally those of African
legal problems."
Students , are periodically
The attorney, who has been
brought to him.
counseling at Kean for approxiHe also remarked that he had
mately four years, related that he
counseled students on minor
usually sees from eight to ten
criminal cases such as assault and
students each Thursday, but
battery and marijuana charges,
since he is there for four hours
and that he once advised a young
he will be able to take about
girl who wanted to change her
fifteen.
name and later did so .
Blacker stated that he can be
" I think that this is a very useful
contacted through the Student
service to the college commuOrganization Offices located in
nity," stated Blacker, " and it
the College Center Building by
helps students to become aware
phone.

[_J/ETERAN Affi\lR SRJ.EFS_ _____ j
A m erican I# Legion Post 430,
Galloway, N.J. will be hosting a
meeting between Vietnam Veterans and the traditional
veterans organization member
on December 13, 1978. The
meeting is to aid their feelings
and hopefully join together as
one powerful fighting unit.
Veterans desiring more information or interested in attending the meeting should contact
Guy Weiner, Box 369-B, RFD #1 ,
Hammonton,. N.J ., 08037 or
Way ~e P. Wilson , Stockton State
College, Veterans Affairs Office,
Pomona, N.J. 08240. Phone
number: 652-1776, Ext. 652, 653
or 654.

All those who wish to attend
the event at Post 430 will be able
to meet at Stockton State
Cbllege, Veterans Affairs Office,
J 204, at 7:00 p.m. , December
13th. Representatives of New
Jersey Association of Concerned Veterans will be on hand
as guides to the American Legion
Post hall.
Work study veteran Joseph
Horvath, a Public Administration graduate student at
Rutgers, has been handling employment outreach for the Kean
College Office of Veterans' Affairs. Mr. Horvath has been in
contact with state employment
officials. He reported
that

veterans interested in seeking
employment
opportunities
should contact Mr. McCauley,
Mr. Sheperd, Mr. Fromm, and
Mr. Hikes at the State Employmen Service, 319 N. Broad St. ,
Elizabeth. The phone number is
3S2-8360.
The Employment Service has
many job openings for both
skilled and unskilled workers.
Some veterans who qualify may
find employment and training
opportunities through several
CET A programs especially
designed for veterans. The
special Veterans Unit of the State
Emplovment Service acts as a job

(Continued on page 11)
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Contra Homesteader
This is a reply to the " charges"
brought against me by the
" brave,
crusading"
Homesteader, who is so " brave" he
writes all of his columns under a
pseudonym.
First of all, let me say that, as
the Homesteader has pointed
out, the locking of the garbage
rooms has resulted in the virtual
elimination of Burch Hall 's fire
problem (much to everyone's
relief).
Second, if the Homesteader
was so " on top of things," he
would know that the residents of
Burch Hall sent me a petition, asking for the " liberation" of the
laundry rooms. And, surprising
as it may seem, I have agreed to
their request, and informed the
residents of my decision in a
memo dated Nov. 29 (the day
before your ill-informed article
was published) .
Third, the side doors are
emergency exits, and the use of
them for other purposes constitutes a violation of the law. " Old
habits are hard to break" is a
pretty lame excuse for breaking
the law, and for you to condone
this is irresponsible, to say the
least. lncidentially, action has
already been taken to secure the
side door exits, as you would
have known if you were really
" well-informed," and this action
should be forthcoming. If it is
not, it will not be due to a lack of
effort on the part of this Head
Resident .
Fourth, on noise complaints;
as you said, a "reasor.able level"
is hard to determine, unless we
use decibel meters. The only
basis we have for judging a party
too noisy is a noise complaint
from an adjacent room. Here, it
is up to the residents to complain; the Staff only enforces the
rules to protect the rights of all
the residents. And, as you would
know it your "sources" gave you

reliable information, it is true
cause for giving you a medal for
that very little noise is tolerated
heroism (or a Pulitzer Prize, for
on weeknights (classnights), but
that matter).
very few noisy parties are hassled
Which brings me to my
on weekends, unless they are in
seventh and final point. If you
specific v·olation of posted party
are such a champion of the " opregulations, or the noise
pressed" residence hall populabecomes so excessive as to at- tion, if you have such great
tract the attention of Campus
access to important security inPolice. Again, we' d be shirking formation, if you have facts to
our duty if we didn' t act in these
back up some of your presituations.
posterous claims, and if you have
Fifth, I particularly resent your the intestinal fortitude to show
remark that we are " . .. using yourself in the light of day, I' m isrules and regulations to hold suing you the following
residents in their own homes as challenge.
hostages ... " As has been shown
I will, at a specified time, on a
by my actions, which speak specified date, in a specified
louder than all of your words, I place, publicly debate my acam fairly tolerant of parties, tions in performance of my
guests visiting Our Hall, etc. duties as Head Resident o f. Burch
When the petition concerning
Hall with the Homesteader. I do
the laundry rooms .was believe that you serve a valuable
presented, I listened with an function for the residents of
open mind, and agreed to the re- Kean, but you are full of misinquests of the residents. I have formation and irresponsible
been willing to deal with room- ideas, and these should be
mate problems, to talk over per- cleared up, for the good of all.
sonal problems, to arrange apI'm calling your bluff,
pointments with Health Services, Homesteader! Put up or shut
the Counseling Center, etc., for upll
those residents who needed
Yours yruly,
help. I have gone out of my way
Joseph Adam Cherepon
to complain to Housing and
Head Resident, Burch Hall
Campus Police about security
problems, and I'm working very
hard to deal with them. This does
not make me a " warden," nor
does it make the residents of
Burch Hall " hostages," and I
believe that an apology is in
order on that count.
Six.th, Mr. " Shaun" Vandal
(and you spelled " Sean" wrong,
or was that done on purpose?) ,
has been cleared of the innuendoes you've hinted at; if you
have some tangible information
This is your "gagged and resregarding vandalism, please
trained" Homesteader. First of
speak upl Otherwise, don't go
alf I would like to say this is not
around making veiled threats;
the article I had in mind for this
speaking out "bravely" on
week's column.
critical issues, under the cover of

Send A
Santa-Gram

On Friday, December 8th the
New Jersey Association of Black
Educators will sponsor a Black
Student Leadership Conference
at Jersey City State College. Third
world movement will,be providing a bus and paying all costs for
the firstthirty students to sign up.
The sign up sheet is in the
Student Activities Office CC143 .
Each person that plans to
attend this conference should do
sooutofasinceredesiretolearn .
You will be representing Bilalian
Students at Kean and should

· RT Committees
(Continued from page 1)
Student Council. " The most
substantive input students have
ever had on RT is on these committees, and it 's the most meaningful vote we can cast. "
Fred Marder, Executive Assistant to President Weiss and one
of his chief negotiators, stated,
" In no way did we intend to implement
this document. "
Marder explained that the Administration . had been in the
process of preparing an initial
negotiating stance since last February, at the request of the
Union, which had already submitted their proposals for
change in the RT process last
Maret,.
According to Article XII I J of
the current Union contract, due
to expire July 1, 1979, " broad
structural changes or major
revIsIons of such (appointment/ reappointment)
procedures are understood to be
negotiable ·between the local
Union and the College."
Leonard
Piero,
President
KCFT, said this clause and a
recent New Jersey Supreme
Court decision (Ridgefield-Park)
handed down on August 2 of this
year posed " a dilemma both for
the Union and the College. "
Essentially, the decision narrowed the scope of negotiable
topics in public employee-employer relations to " terms and
conditions of employment,"

reducing such formerly negotiable· areas as RT to a consultative status.
Pointing out that the Ridgefield-Park decision is " very complex and one whose implications are not yet fully known,"
Marder said the College was advised by the State that , in light of
the decision, such matters as
reappointment procedures were
improper subjects for negotiations under current State
Statutes. Unlike the negotiations
tions process which requires a
signed letter of agreement
between the contending parties,
Consultation, though allowing
for a full exchange of views,
could theoretically permit the
Administration to make a final,
unilateral decision. Marder emphasized , however, that the goal
in consultation is to reach a
" mutually agreeable resolution ."
Marder said the Administra.tion had not anticipated Union
resistance. " We thought that we
could proceed in this consultation mode with the support of
the bargaining agents of the
Union. " He added that " there is
no other alternative but to continue discussions in order to
reach an agreement. "
On Friday, November 1, with
the talks at a standoff , the Administration
withdrew
its
proposed " Guidelines for reap-

(Continued on page 6)

The Homesteader

Campus Housing Consumer (}ommentq,ry

an assumed name,

'hantty

't-

'n,,tbi•~lllli~lar ,;w

A Bilalian Perspective
make every effort to participate
in all discussions. Everyone
should return and attempt to apply and share what they learned
at this conference. I urge those
that might be going just for the
ride or just to have a good time to
stay home. There will be some
entertainment later that evening
after the work has been accomplished. Go prepared to take
care of business.
At this point it is time for
Bilalians to start getting serious.
We don't have time to be shuck-

'-'-'-'-'•'-'-~~~'-'-

This Christmas, leave
the driving to us!

· SELECT LOW-PRICED, SURE-TO-PLEASE GIFTS
FROM THE MERLITE COLLECTION OF FINE JEWELRY!
,
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Smart Santas know they don' t have to fight Christmastime
traffic jam~ and store crowds! _Instead. they do their shopping right at home, from the h1g. full -color Merlite !ewelry
Catalogue' Hundreds of stunning mcn·s and womens styles
to choose from - rings, pendants, crosses. earrings. and
much more-priced from just S6 .00. and ALL Guaranteed
for a Lifetime! Deluxe Gift Cases. too. at no extra charge. to
make "rappin1 easy' For your FREE copy of the Merli re
Catalogue, write or call :

Kathie Muhler
352-6504
~•::..-.::..•::..-.::..-.::..-..::..~'!'MO~~·
.....
........ .
~~~~~~

ing and jiving any more. Many of
you , because of your education ,
will be looked to for leadership
when you go back into your
communities. Will you
be
prepared for that responsibility?
What will you be able to offer
them in addition to the Rock or
Freak? You should try to take advantage of the many resources
available at Kean . It is sad that
many of us take the difference an
education can make for granted.
It is no wonder that it is so difficult for many Bilalians to be
serious. The media has done
much to influence many of us.
TV for example, fails to provide a
single regular Bilalian series that
portrays Bilalians in a re~listic
manner. Why is that all these
shows are comedies? If one were
to go to a Broadway show every
Bilalian production is a musical. I
am not putting these things
down but I resent the fact that we
are still being stereotyped and
limited to clowning singing and
dancing. These things are. a part
of us but only a part. If society is
only exposed to these limited
roles then this becomes the role
we are expected to play. Seriousness becomes the exception
rather than rule.
As the future leaders you have
the responsibility to prepare
yourselves fort he task ahead. Try
to take advantage of conferences, workshops and opportunities that will allow you to
cultivate your skills as leaders.
Try to take a more active role in
the day to day affairs that affect
you . Th~ more you participate
and voice your opinions the
more you will become aware of
your ability to effect change in
your life and the _e nviron~ent.

tide I wanted to answer the letter
written by Mr. Joe Cherepon of
Burch Hall using my usual mordant wit.
The editors of the lndepena point l n ~ o u l ave acertain advantage over him because
I read his letter before it was
published. Many people might
deem this certain editorial advantage as not cricket. Due to my
irrepressible commitment to
journalistic ethics I agree with
the editors.
I will however answer Mr.
Cherepon 's allegations point by
point in next weeks article. (Be
on the lookout for that one it will
be a doozy) . By all means make
sure you read Mr. Cherepon 's
letter.
This week's article is not going
to discuss the Housing Office, its
staff, or any other problem that
currently exists in the Residence
Halls.
I would like to discuss something that has been bothering
me for quite some time.
As a resident you are expected
to buy your own groceries. Well
as anyone who has been to the
supermarket knows, the prices
are continuing to climb.
Some residents are lucky in
that they qualify for food stamps
or rely on their parents for their
food supply. However I am one
of the unlucky ones, I have to pay
for my food. Let me tell you , the
job I have doesn 't begin to pay
for my monthly food bill.
In all the years I have lived on
campus I have learned how to
cut down on my food bills. You
can do this one of two ways. You
can steal your groceries and end
up in jail, or you can follow my
suggestions.
The first thing you have to do is
know how much money you
want to spend . Set yourself a
weekly or monthly limit and stick
to it. It's quite obvious you can' t
spend money you don' t have.
The second point is know your
priorities. When I say priorities I
mean you have to distinguish
what items are need~d to suit

your immediate needs. There is
no sense in buying things you do
not need immediately when you
are on a fixed income.
Make sure you know how long
thin s lik
de ora I
These i[ems usually last longer
than meats, fruits, and vegetables so it is good to think ahead
before you buy these items. The
basic question you have to ask
yourself is how badly do you
need certain items? It's obvious
that if you are down to your last
spray of Right Guard you are going to have to buy more. Think of
your roommate!
The best piece of advice I can
give you about sho~ •oing is to
make-yourself a list, and stick to
it. When you buy things because
of a sudden urge or desire you
can expect a surprise at the cash
register . If you think you need
" munchies" put them on your
list of priorities .
A lot of people believe in comparative shopping. I do this to a
certain degree, but sometimes
the " no frills" brands are really
bad . Have you ever had no name
baked beans? Yehkl If you have
tried the no name brands before
and like them, then by all means
continue to buy them, they
usually are a lot cheaper than the
national brands.
Another piece of important
advice is to use coupons. You
would be surprised how much
money you can save using them . •
I' m not giving Two Guys free
advertising but they have coupons available in the store for
food purchases over $7.50.
Sometimes the coupons entitle
you to " freebees." For something free, I don't mind driving a
few extra miles.
By following these simple rules
you can be sure you have everything you need at the lowest possible price. If anyone out there
has a cheaper way to purchase
food don't hesitate to inform me.
P.S. If you think this article was
not up to par you are not the only
one I Next week's column is going to be a great one. Watch for
~•the war of the words!"
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Special Report: Affirmative Action At Kean
by R. Carlos Stokes
In early September President
Nathan Weiss delivered his Presidential Report to the College's
general population. In that
report
Weiss
pledged the
College's continual committment to Affirmative Action in
both employment and Admissions.
According to the most recent
information available the Affirmative Action picture at Kean
College appears to be very bleak.
Of approximately one hundred
and nine full-time College Administrators only seventeen are

from minority groups . The sole
responsibility for making sure
Affirmative Action programs
work at Kean falls on the shoulders of the Director of Affirmative Action , and the Affirmative
Action Committee.
Bob ,Ya nus, a member of the
College
Affirmative
Action
Committee strongly believes
"the Affirmative Action Committee and Affirmative Action
programs as they exist at Kean
are a bad joke."
As stated before the responsibility of Affirmative Action
programs rests on the shoulders

Photo bv Daniel T. Pyle

Ellen Curcio, recently appointed Director of Affirmative Action at
Kean discusses her objectives for the program.

of the Director of Affirmative Action . The new Director of Affirmative Action , Ellen Curcio in
an interview explained the functions of her office . The functions of her position encompasses a broad and complicated
range of Federal statutes.
The Director of Affirmative
Action is charged with monitoring employment and educational procedures to assure that
th_e College remains in compliance with Federal legislation and
regulations concerning the Civil
Rights of minority groups,
women, and more recently the
handicapped . The Director also
has to make sure that student
rights are protected, and that all
College procedures vis-a-vis Admissions, treatment of students,
and educational praqices as they
relate to students are also in
compliance with Federal guidelines.
Additionally the Director has
to insure that the Affirmative Action mandate of the College is
indeed interpreted as an outreach to provide equality for
the various minority groups. She
has to assist campus hiring agents
in recruitment . activities among
non-traditional target groups.
For these various functions the
Director is responsible to the
President of the College.
Not only is the Director of Affirmative Action responsible to
the President of the College, but
she is also responsible to the
Federal government. This responsibility includes preparing
reports for th~ Federal and State

governments annually and biannually as the individual agencies require, so they can keep
abreast of the employment
profiles of the college. Curcio
also encourages and tries to
maintain liason with campus
minority groups and elites, such
as the Concerned Black Personnel group and the Concerned
Black Women group.
The most important function
of the Director of Affirmative Action is to prepare an Affirmative
Action- Plan for the College that
will cover a three year period.
This plan would be projecting
the goals of the College and the
Affirmative Action Office for the
next three years. Curcio stated
"that she would give personal
priority to recruiting greater
numbers of minoritie,s in administrative, as well as faculty
positions." According to Curcio,
the biggest problem with recruitment has to do with availability pools. The trend in the
past was that minorities traditionally seemed to swell these
pools in the " soft service" fields,
such as Education, Social Work,
etc. The current limited job
market needs minorities involved in the " hard services"

fields such as Science, Management Science, and Engineering.
Oftentimes when minority
candidates can be reached the
educational sector cannot begin
to duplicate the salaries available
in the private sector.
" This office seeks to educate
and sensitize the entire campus
concerning Affirmative Action,"
stated Curcio. "I would also like
to see more students who are
committed to Affirmative Action, so they can investigate non-traditional curricula to help
swell those ' hard service' areas
that are available," she added. If
we are going to swell the availability pools at t~e professional
levels students have to get involved at a young age. They have
to be reached early because Affirmative Action is a long term
process, and in order for it to
work properly students both
black and white have to make
this committment. Students have
to take par• in more minority
leadership conferences, and job
skills programs to better under> stand it . .
" Affirmative
Action
is a
process, not a cause," Curcio
concluded .

Assistant Dean Revisions
(Continued from page 1)
college center, programming,
student government and student
clubs.
RECOMMENDATIONS:

From : Committee on Assistant
Dean Job Description .
The Committee has reviewed
the Assistant Dean's job description and find it lacking in certain areas .
The Committee has come up
with certain recommendations it
feels the Screening Committee
should take into consideration
while reviewing the applications
for the Assistant Dean 's job,
along with the job description.
1. Provides a channel for which
student grievances can be addressed concerning student services .
(Heal·th
Services ,
Residence Halletc.)
2. Provide liaison to: Health
Services, Residence Halls, Financial Aid , Counseling Center,
Student Activities.
3. Assist the Director of Housing in the supervision of administrative policies.
4.
Institute information
channels
to
the
college
population concerning student
services.
5. (Added at Student Council)
The screening committee shall
serve to recommend 2-5 names
from the list of applicants. From
these 2-5 names the Asst. Dean
should
be
picked.
We
recommend this, if not considered by the Screening Committee that the job not be unfrozen.
Dean Ippolito objected to the
first provision and intends that it
will remain as stated i n the
original job description: Directs
the operation of Student Activities, supervises the professional and clerical staff. The
Director of Student Activities
reports to the Assistant Dean.
The revised provision had
been drafted bacause some
committee members felt that the
original contained virtually all
the functions that are already being performed by the Student
Ac;tivities
Director. ~ppolito

defended his objection by
stating, " This in no way changes
the position or role of the Direc-

job descriptions. Their function
is to give input. "
There was some speculation

tor of Student Activities. but it
does strengthen the whole area

on why the old job description
assigned to previous Assistant

by creating an Assistant Dean
who will focus on student
development in the immediate
future. The person selected will
direct Student Activities, but
through the Director of that
department."
The third provision accepted
by Student Council was also objected to by the Dean and in the
final description will read:
Evaluates the selection, training,
and supervision of the student
staff for the College Center.
Ippolito contends, "There is
no need to specify Financial Aid,
Housing and the Health Center,
those departments are already
included in the Organization
description ."
Apparently, most Council and
committee members were not
aware that Dean Ippolito had objected
to these provisions
because he did not mention
them at the Council meeting
which passed the revised job
description . According to
Popper, " I had assumed he had
accepted all of the revised
edition ."
Referring to the entire
situation , lppoli~o stated, " I
should have consulted the
students before I had drawn up
the first job description .
However~ it is not the Student
Council's responsibility to make

Deans was not used . Ippolito explained, " The old description
was too broad . Civil Service requires that all new job descriptions be revised, they could
not be- genera l'any longer under
the scope of the job. They insist
that there be a minimum
number of specifics with enough
flexibility so you don 't have to
change it every year. I also have
different needs for my Assistant
than former Dean Parks."
The next question put to the
Dean of Students was one of
timing. Pat Ippolito has been the
Dean for approximately two and
a half years and has only now
decided to hire an Assistant
Dean of Students. He answered,
" The first year I only had an Acting position . I didn 't do it last
year because I wanted time for
things to settle in so I could see
where the Division was heading.
Even though it meant double the
work for me, it seemed appropriate to . let things settle
down before I started to work on
it."
Over 165 applicants have applied for the Assistan,t Dean of
Student 's position , and each
member of the Screening Committee is required to review the
applications on their own . According to president of Student
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Will· Memor-a bilia--Come Out?
by Bonnie Gorczyka

T~e Memo~ab ilia fo r the cl ass of 1979 may not be coming
out rn the Spring as pl anned . Accordi ng to M icki Egan, Edito r
of the yearbook, " It is impossibl e to produ ce Memorabilia
with the limited staff I have."
Egan is now in the process of
making a final appeal to the
students at Kean for their help in
the production of the yearbook.
During the past few months,
Egan
has made numerous
appeals to the students for help
through media such as the
Independent and post ers

thro ughout the college. But still
her staff consists of only four persons: hersel f, a treasurer, one
photographer, and one layout
person.
Egan stated that after an article
or notice was printed in the
Independent, a number of
people would come to her office

Montclarion Funds
(Continued from page 1)
Burkhart stated , " He was
general consensus among elected by the students to serve
student government legislators and protect the interests of its
was that the Mo'ntclarion should constituency, and the lack ·of a
be allowed to continue publish- campus publication is hurting
ing while the investigation ran its the student body."
course.
The Independent reached the
During the November 29 SGA president's office by phone
meeting of the SGA, the legisla- and was informed that Sahner
ture made several futile attempts " has no comment."
based on statutorial limitations
· The Montclarion staff issued a
to override the decision to four-page newspaper entitled
freeze the newspaper's funds. Montclarion 2 paid for with their
This culminated in an emer- own money, and intends to go
gency legislation bill drafted on on publishing " even if we have
the floor of the assembly to veto to go to mimeograph form," said
the measure.
Editorial Page Editor Matthew
The emergency legislation was Wilson. Burkhart stated, "In spite
only introduced after the legis- of the emergency we have comlature overrode the Chair's plied with our duties as a student
denial to accept it into the agen- service by printing on-campus
da. The bill was overwhelmingly ads and Datebook ."
passed by a vote of 32-12. Citing
" presidential
prerogative "
Sahner remained adamant in his
refusal to bend to the will of the
majority. For the emergency
legislation to go into effect it
must be signed by the SGA president, who has up to ten days
either to sign· or veto the
measure. When asked what he
would do about it, Sahner said he
didn 't know.
Some Montclarion editors opi ned that Sahner's actions were
po\itica\\y
motivated.
They
pointed out that the newspaper
did not endorse his election bid
and that the decision to freeze
the funds came after months of
" memo-wars" between Sahner

to offer assistance and then she
would never see th em aga in.
Egan poi nted o ut that it ta kes
hours of w ork to prod uce a yea rbook. In addition , a lot of work
had to be put into fi nishing last
year's book, which set back the
schedule for the one this year.
Egan sa id t hat one photographer could not possibly cover
all the activities happening on
campus.
According to Egan, one of the
reasons for the lack of staff might
be because the Memorabilia has
been known to be " clickish ." For
the past five years the same
group of people have been
producing the yearbook, but
they have all graduated and it is
necessary to rebu ild a staff. Egan
feels it is important for •underclassmen to become interested
in the yearbook. " It is not an easy
job, and each year someone
must be adequately trained so
they can take over the editorship for the next year. As it stands
now, there is no one to pass that
position down to," she stated.
In a desperate appeal -to the
students,
Egan
placed a
statement in the November 30 issue of the Independent. It said
that due to the lack of interest
there will be no Memorabilia this
year. Egan noted that this was
only a scare tactic, and she
believes it will work. " When you
get that drastic and say there
won 't be a yearbook, people get

i
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Mic~i Egan, Memorabilia Editor, made a desperate appeal for help in
putting out the yearbook at last Friday's Council meeting.
w?rried and interested," she
said. As a result of the state-

asked Council members to help

meeting of December 1. She

ments, a_ number _of people
dro_Pped into the offrce to offer
therr help. •
Egan's final appeal came
before the Student Council

~er recruit staff people, and said,
Memorabilia is a strong book
and I don't want it to die out "
She also stressed that it is~'t
limited to upperclassmen.

Maintenance Set For Snow Removal

~~~·~
Phoro by Daniel T. Pyle

Armand Brilliante, Director of Maintenance, says his crew Is ready for
the snowfall.
.
.

and the paper.

Vacant Seat Divides Council
(Continued from page 1)
between Lemberg and himself.
Parente declined to comment
further. Aher the first vote was
taken , council appeared to be
somewhat confused . In an effort
to clear up any discrepancies,
Ken Bellero suggested that the
vote was close, " in order to be
fair to both candidates we should
vote again. "
Anna Corbacho summed up
the vote this way, " The two
candidates are both equally
qualified, how can you pick one
over the other." The final vote
was taken as Rodgers defeated
Raimondi by a 22 votes to 15 with
6 council members present and
not voting. The deciding factor
proved to be the black and Hispanic votes that went to Rodgers.
In other business, Gus Garcia,
Treasurer of Student Org was
again unable to contact either Ed
Callahan , Director of Business

•

Services or John Korley, V.P. of
Administration and Finance, in
order to obtain the contract for
the repair of the Athletic field .
The contract is being sought by
Council, so that they could
ascertain whether or not the
contractor could be held liable
for costs due to the late finish of
the field . The Kean Squires Football team was unable to use the
field this semester , due to t he excessive amount of time it has
taken to make the repa irs.
Student Org. has footed much of
the bill for Williams Field .in El izabeth in the interim.
Jeff Dunbar was removed from
the Middle States Student Services Committee. Dunbar according to Ray Parente had not
been fulfilling his duties and will
be replaced by Renaldo Stokes.
Howard Popper explained that
the All American Circus
scheduled for May 11th and 12th

REVIEW and PRACTICE
for the NEW MCATS
Kean College, Union, N.J.
22 sessions: Mondays & Thursdays
Jan . 29-Api-. 19 - 5-8 p.m. Fee: $125
Registration Deadline: Jan. 20
For information call:
Center for Continuing Education
527-2210 or 2163

cannot be approved until insurance coverage for the event is
fully investigated.
In what appeared to be an effort to rush through the remaining business, Parente reported
on the progress of the someti mes controversial Assistant
Dean 's Screening Comm ittee.
Parente stated that " 165 applications have been received for the
position , each applicant will be
thoroughly
reviewed
and
evaluated ."
Micki Egan, Council Member
and Ed itor of the Memorabilia,
addressed council once again,
stressing the need for council to
support the yearbook .
During the· more trying
periods at council , Valerie Allen
seemed to lose control and continually called members out of
order, Allen threatened to
remove any council member
who cont inued to interrupt the
meeting.
Before
the
adjournment,
Parente announced that the administration has reconsidered its
dismissal of the Faculty Tenure
and Retention Committee. The
administration had previously
announced the elimination of
that committee. Parente said that
after the discussion earlier that
day with President Weiss, himself
.and the Presidents of the Evening
and Graduate Student Council
about retention and tenure,
Weiss agreed to withdraw the
proposed guidelines for reappointment.

By Kevin Cullen
Last Monday's snow brought
back memories of a year ago, and
a realization of this years
impending freeze.
Students
from last year recall how the parking resembled a frozen tundra.
What limited parking there is was
shortened by snow pileups
around the lots.
Armand 8rWian1e ,_p ;r.«:;t94: o f

snow removal is a shortage of
open space for the back piling of
snow. Brilliante explained that
because of the way the buildings are built so closely to the
perimeter of the parking lots,
there is limited area to dump the
snow. So the snow gets pushed
up and packed around the sides
of t~e lot, smothering valuable

snow removal and stated the major problems involved. Brilliante said that the biggest
problem in snow removal was
the refusal of resident students
to move their cars after a snow
fall. He said they are unable to
plow parts of Vaughn-Eames lot
because 500-600 resident student's cars that are always there.
Brilliante " would rather sit and
suffer with it" instead of having
the cars towed by the always willing Campus Police. Dorrie
Christman ,
a
sophomore
resident said , " We were never
asked to move our cars, there
was no notice given."
Another problem involved in

off, but maintenance does not
have the equipment to move
these mountains of snow.
To combat this year's war
against the snow, maintenance
has ordered a Dodge truck and a
jeep pickup to assist the present
equipment with snow removal.
This equipment gives maintenance the capability of moving up
to 12" of snow. If we get buried
and maintenance can 't handle it,
Brilliant'e said we will be rescued
by an outside contractor.
For the students who have
been waiting 2 months to have
their toilet fixed, maintenance
has unveiled its new plan to
speed up the time it takes to service a student's maintenance
problem in the dorms. Under the
new system , students with a
maintenance problem must file a
request form with the Housing
Office. Someone will make a
check o f the request. Then the
Housing Office will send the
form to the Maintenance Dept.
where they will schedule the
work to be done. According to
Brilliante, " the work will be done
1-3 days after it has been scheduled, except in the case of an
emergency, where we would try
to get the work done immediately."
In the past, some students
have had to wait weeks for action
on their housing troubles. Brilliante blamed some of these lags
in service on, students not being
present when workmen arrived.
Under the new maintenance
system, students will be notified
in advance, when workmen will
come. According to Mr. Brilliante, if no one is present when
the workers arrive, someone
from the housing office will
enter and stay there with the
craftsman until the work has
been completed .

malnteiiance outnneup rans ·1or

Assistant Dean
(Continued from page 4)
Org. and member of the committee, Ray Parente, t his is
currently in process. Other
members of the committee are :
faculty- Dee Shi posh (Phys. Ed.)
and Peggy Dunn (School of Arts
and Sciences), Financial aid Diane Early, Counseling center
- Jose Quiles, Alumni - Mike
Lunga, Evening Student Council
- pres . Bob Yanus, Graduate
Student Council
pres.
Seymour
Beckman, Span ish
Cultural Social Club- pres. Raul
Roger , and Third
Wor ld
Movement - Derek Dent. The
Screening Committee meets
Dec. 7 for the first time, but the
final choice is not expected to be
made until sometime in January
or Feb ruary.

Send A
Santa-Gram
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Abba Eban: Wha( Is Needed Now Is· Compromise
by Stanley Mazeika and Dom Farella

resolution
abolishing
the
West Bank ,' 'S hould ' !net' be denial of economic support for
allowed fo com·e into play during · 1sr·ael?" Tb whi ch;l1e repli'eatliat ·; Wesfe·r:n . Hemisphere tomorthe negotiation's. There ar e ·1s-- just when international institu- ··rnw. " He indicated that the
Soviets, rather than seeking to
raeli settlements on the We~t tions are badly needed, the UN
compromise at the UN , areseekBank , and there are Arab settle- has proven itself mbst ineffecting to impose th eir own poli cies.
ments in Israel. Peace will solve ive, considering that with the
Finally, he added that, " If the UN
the problem of the settlements, given alignment of states within
the United Nations, the Comcan take Israel out of UNESCO,
and not vice-versa .
then Israel can take UNESCO out
The current negotiations, Mr. munist-Third World bloc can
of Israel. "
pass anything they want . " If they
Mr. Eban sees the roots of the
Eban stated , are a result of agreeIsraeli-Arab problem as two hi sments in the past, and had noth- so desired , they could pass a
tories
telling
contradicto ry
ing to do with internal rel ations
stories: Both the Arabs, and the
in Israel. However, t here is no
Israelis " reve re the past ," and are firm consensus on the Camp
" saturated in history." But both
David agreements . Both Mr.
m ust separate themselves from
Begin and Mr. Sadat signed the
the past .
same agreement. Mr. Sadat
However, he later added , Isbelieves that the agreement en rael's position has been greatly
tails an Israeli pullout from the
determined by external conflict.
West 6ank. Mr. Begin believes
This hostility has created solithat the agreement entails Israel
darity within Israel that would
holding on to the West Bank
not otherwise have been there.
forever . Regarding such matters,
Defending Israel 's " security
Eban went on to note that " Egypt
obsession ," Mr. Eban said that
does not agree with Israel; Egypt
this need derives from experidoes not agree with the Palesence. He compared criticism of . ti nians; Israel does not agree
Israel 's desire for security with
with the United States; In fact Isthe controversy surrounding the
rael does not agree with l sUnited States and the Panama
rael : ... However, one thi ng IsCanal, where much ado was
raelis do seem to be in agreemade about a small strip of land
ment on, is that they will keep
thousands of miles away from
the West Bank forever! " In Abba
the United States, in terms of
Eban 's opinion, even when a
American Security.
compromise between Israel and
Discussing the problem of the
Egypt is realized , it should only
West Bank , Mr. Eban stated that
prove to provid e a " brief
anyone who objects to Arab conmoment of euphoria ," after
trol of the West Bank should not
which Israel 's strugg les with exhave signed the agreements in
ternal adversaries wi ll most likely
the first place. He urged the
reoccur.
Palestinian Arabs to accept what
Upon conclusion of his talk,
they can get out of the present
Mr. Eban fielded questions from
agreement, having rejected all
the audience. Including the one
offers in the past, and coming
we posed to him : " Having been
away with nothing but more
Israeli 's ambassador to the
Photo by Rick Friedman
martyrs.
United Nations, how do you
Israel's former Minister AblN Eban says the current stalemate
Mr. Eban also believes that the
view the decision yesterday by
between Egypt and Israel's "relatively trivial."
question of settlements on the
UNESCO to continue their

Calling Anwa'(Sada(s visit tb Jerusalem a yea_r ago'' a
turning point," Mr . Abb~ Eban said that a collapse inthe
talks at this'stage would not only set the situation back to
Nov. 1977, but would set up a sense of disillusionment,
skepticism, and cynical doubt between Israel and Egypt ,
the effect of which would be fel t for years go .come.
Israel 's former Foreign Minister and Ambassador to the
United Nations delivered a
speech at Kean 's Wilkins
Theater, on' behalf of the Graduate Stud ent Council. Graduate
Council
President
Seymour
Beckman served as moderator.
Mr. Eban called the current
stalemate between Israel and
Egypt "relatively trivial. " Israel
and Egypt should both undergo
an effort at humility. What is
most needed now is compromise, the ability to "accept today
what you would have never
accepted yesterday ."
The former Foreign Minister
said that Israel has not been the
only party that has made mistakes . Egypt and the U.S. have
made mistakes, also. Egypt, by
repeatedly slamming the door,
and opening it again , what Mr.
Eban termed a " staccato" approach to negotiations, has not
helped to expedite matters any .
Egypt also assumed that by having Sadat go to Jeru sa lem, the
problem was solved. The U nited
States is at fault for wanting a
comprehensive solution , seemingly demanding from Israel and
Egypt what they don 't demand
from others . Eban pointed out
that there has never been any
overnight comprehensive solµtion to any international
struggle, citing Geneva as an example.

''Nuclea_r Tiger'' Takes Time Out To Defuse
by Dominick J. Farella
'The strangest thing happened
to Princeton University's tigersuited "mascot" two years ago.
The mascot's name was John
Aristotle Phillips, and he
achieved instant global celebrity status on the basis of, as
unlikely as it sounds, his undergraduate research paper.
So impressed was the world by
the tiger's accomplishment that
he has received international
press coverage of his achievement, has been able to sell many
thousands of copies of a book
he's written about it, has been
offered the leading role in a cbs
television motion picture about
his life (based primarily on his
book), is currently going on lecture tours around the country
explaining his unique accomplishment and relating it to his
own views on international affairs, has appeared on numerous talk shows, and has been
offered large sums of money
from foreign governments just
for allowing them a copy of his
thesis.
By now, if you don 't already
know (i.e., from the concurrent
Phillips' piece in th 's issue), you
must be wondering\ hat kind of
unusual research dic:i this project
·nvolve. Well , as it turns out, Mr.
Phillips did nothing more than
achieve what was bel ieved to be
bsolutely impossible for any inividual
undergraduate,
on
cademic probation no less, to
o. John Aristotle Phillips,
rinceton University 's official
iger Mascot cheerleader, then
1 years of age, using available
overnment documents, a basic
nowledge of undergraduate
hysics, and a dazzling degree of
unning, managed to formulate
e plans for an atom ic bomb
at would cost no more than
000 to construct!
Phillips delivered two talks at
ean College's Downs Hall last
ursday (Nov. 30) . Before the

first lecture, I had the privilege of
lunching with this 23 year old
enigma. During lunch he discussed with me some things
about his past, present, and
tentative future, including some
of his principal attitudes about ·
world affairs and life in general.
John started his college career
at U.C. Berkeley (Caif.) and later
transferred to Princton, where
he majored in Aerospace Engineering. His family hails from
Connecticut, but John says he's
enjoyed the time he's spent in
New Jersey. " The town of Prince- .
ton is very nice... this is a pretty
pleasant campus too (Kean). I've
noticed some of the women are
particularly attractive." You see,
John Phillips' concerns are not
principally academics. In fact, he
cut classes for several months
during his project research .
John 's current interests have
him involved delivering
speeches on behalf of a ratification of a comprehensive S.A .L.T.
agreement, that would effectively ban all nuclear weaponry.
He is opposed to nuclear energy .
All nuclear energy. Even for
peaceful use. He feels it is too
costly, the rates to customers are
too high , and they are unsafe.
The nuclear wastes are proven
carcinogens
(cancer-causers),
the threat of an explosion due to
a runaway reaction exists, and
worst of all, onl y 20 pounds of
the plutonium by-product from
such a plant could be used to
construct a bomb of the type he's
designed (nearly 5000 pounds of
lost Uranium and Plutonium are
unaccounted for) . In the hands
of a terrorist group, imagine
what a threat an A- bomb would
bel John Phillips considers Solar
Energy to be the one truly great
breakthrough in pot ential
energy sources for the future.
He also speaks for " New
Directions,"
a Washingtonbased organization similar to
" Common Cause," only on an

international scale, and says that
his immediate future plans are to
expend his energies as in inventor. He says his motorcycle safety
device should soon receive a
patent . John Phillips, now a
graduate of Princeton University, has no immediate plans for
graduate school. He looks
forward to going ahead with the
movie, "Mushroom." (A Kean
coed in the philosophy office
asked John, "Why did they call it
'Mushroom? ' That's an interesting title. " " Yes it is," said John .
He later told me that he didn ' t
have the heart to explain it to
her). lncidentially, his book
Mushroom is available at many
bookstores, though not yet available in paperback. A Kean
student after the first lecture told
John that he probably wouldn 't
buy it if it's only in hard cover.
John said , " Don't feel bad, I
probably wouldn 't either. " It 's a
good book really. If you can, get
hold of a copy.
While he brunched at the
Philosophy office after the lecture, a call came from CBS Newsradio 88's Elizabeth office at the
Union County Court House.
They asked if we could bring Mr.
Phillips over to see them . So I and
Townsend
lecture
member,
Louis Goga !, brought John
Phillips and h is guest to the
Court House, where he was
interviewed for CBS Radio and

by an Elizabeth Daily Journal
Reporter.
Upon
returning
from
Elizabeth, he and his guest (also
named John), chose to take in
Kean 's Nancy Thompson Library
where they could presumablypursue the fulfillment of their
intellectual desires while preparing for the second lecture.
Whatever.
John had plans of catching a
train back to Connecticut to be
with his folks. He asked where he
might cash a check, seeing as
how he has the habit of not
carrying much cash around .
" How much do you need? " I
asked. " About 25 dollars," he
said . So I willingly forked over 25

bucks as he signed over: his personal New York Chase Manhattan check to me. "Thank you
very much," he said, and we exchanged addresses and phone
numbers. I showed him a photo
and article about himself that
appeared in the September '78
issue of Playboy's OUI magazine,
and-he obligingly scribbled next
to the piece' "Dominick, next
month they' re going to have my
foldout . .. Stay tuned - Yours in
Whoopee-J.P. "
I'm curious to find out if his
"intellectu'al desires" were fulfilled at the Kean library. Maybe
I'll drop him a line. " Put a Tiger in
your Tank?" Stay tuned-Yours
in whoopee-D.J .

Your College
Curriculum.
Ring!

RT Committees
(Continued from page 3) .
pointment. "
" . . . the Administration feels
that it is in the best interests of
the College comm unity to withdraw the proposed " Guidelines " until the impact of the
Ridge-field -Park
decision
is
resolved th rough the new negotiated contract between the State
and the A FT. "

.

.

MONDAY,. DEC. 11
College Center
... Hutchinson Hall

10:00 a.m.-3:00 p .m.
5:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m.

TUESDAY, DEC. 12
College Center

10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
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The Ho_
m elTlade A~Bom·b Threat .,
by Jeanene Pratt
Last Thursday, (Nov. 30th),
Townsend Lectures Series presented media per~onalit y John
A r istotle Phillips, the acclaimed
" Princeton A-Bomb kid," H e
delivered a lecture of Nuclear
Energy facts and ideas that are as
important and impressive as his
list of achievements. John Ph i llips presented a lecture on the
many current events that deal
with Nuclear Energy. He spoke in
representation of all groups who
are concerned with these events
and how they will effect our
future.
Phillips' opening point of
interest was the constant competition that exists between countries . He pointed out that
competition is an inbred way of
life with everyone, especially
Americans. Phillips stated that,
"Our greatest competition exists
with the U.S.S.R. for the top rung
on the ladder of Nuclear Energy
Giants." The irony lies in the
truth that the United States is so
much more established and advanced that there shouldn't be a

This Christmas vacation:

ladder. Paranoia is the only
vention to building this bomb
reason there is constant press ure
would be the difficulty in obtainto move up this " ladder." There
ing the 20 lbs. of uranium
must be a #1 and a safe distance
needed to activate the bomb .
ahead of #2. It' s a game that
This task he later discovered in
countries enter
into once
reality isn't that difficult.
they 've acquired the playing
Since the first presentation of
pieces . John Phillips describes it
his accomplishments, John Philas a " Nuclear Arms Club. " Once
lips has developed into an adone country acquires the knowvanced speaker on the facts of
ledge of an Atomic Bomb, they
Nuclear Energy. As the media
may enter. Upon entrance . they
spread his discovery, John was
develop the Club attitude that
exposed to all types of controno one else may enter. "They try
versial situations . Anti-Nuclear
to close the door behind them ."
Organizations bombarded and
As a student at Princeton , Philrequested that he join their camlips saw it as this " Club" and ·
paigns. He received constant
decided to show the absurdity of
calls about his work . One
the situation . He felt that this
interesting call came in from the
isn't an exclusive as it is projected
Pakistany Embassy. They wanted
to be. This idea has brought him
to make a deal for the prints of
to his present fame. John Philhis A-Bomb. It was then that Phillips proved that it is possible to
lips realized the whole importdesign an Atomic Bomb yourself.
ance of his discovery. His interThrough an independent Physics
est then directed itself to joining
study course at Princeton , the
an Organization to help expose
usage of their library and librarthe dangers that Nuclear Power
ies in Washington, Phillips
involves.
designed a bomb that could level
a quarter of Manhattan in the
He 11-0W represents an Orblink of an eye. The only preganization called New Directions. It is a lobbying group in
Washington concerned with action of the Senate and President
that
presently
involve the
Nuclear Arms ' Race. Phillips
stated that if more concern isn' t
voiced to support candidates
that agree with Anti-Nuclear Expenditures, the situation will
overcome us literally.

□ Hang around the house.
□ Fight crowds on ski slopes.

0 Go to Europe. ·

- ··

.,

$260 roundtrip. Reserved seats. No standing in line.
.

• I

•

-·.,,·,o.=

•-

Tal<.e advantage of National Airlines' new "inter-National" fare from New York to Amsterdam this vacation .
This is not a stand-by fare. It's on a regularly scheduled National Airlines nonstop transatlantic flight. It's a
guaranteed reserved roundtrip seat with inflight meal service. It's on a big, beautiful National wide-cabin DC-10 jet.
So why hang around the house when you can hang around the mellow "brown cafes"? Why fight crowds
on the ski slopes when you can fight your way into the Paridiso or Voom, Voom, two of the wildest discos
east of Studio 54? Come with us to Amsterdam . It's one of the most student-oriented cities in Europe; it's where
English is everybody's second language,
National's "inter-National" fare is good on a substantial, but limited, number of seats on every National
New York to Amsterdam flight starting December 13. Just pay for your tickets when you make your reservations.
(There is a $3 federal departure tax, and $50 is non-refundable if you change or cancel reservations.
Fare subject to change without notice.) See your Travel Agent now or call us at 1°800-327-2,306.

He spoke .in favor· of the Strategic Arms Limitations Treaty
Talks (SALT) between Carter and
Brezhnev. Phillips expressed his
hope that Carter is successful
because the Nuclear Arms Race
is a bad area for competition with
the U .S.S.R. Phillips structured
the long term acivantages that
the SALT talks would have. · He
spdlte In &rrns

of ecol'fomy.

"If ,

Countries would cut their
budgets for Civil Defense, the
tension of greater threats such as
unemployment, inflation and
high taxation would be alleviated ." He explained how
lessening of Nuclear attention
would also lessen the present
problems of "black-market "
uranium
and
our greatest
problem which is the disposal of
the radioactive wastes from
uranium and plutonium plants .
The SALT talks success would be
a historic landmark for many
countries.
'

The bigger we get, the brighter we shine~·

The points he . discussed
showed attitudes and ideas
which expose him as a man
concerned for future generations . He realizes the advantages
of obtaining Nuclear Energy
. Agreements between -ceuntries.
His present lifestyle involved
traveling all over the country lecturing to try and inspire more
people to help support the Anti- Nuclear Energy Arms Race. Phillips supports these issues in his
new book titled Mushroom
which is about his experiences .
In closing, Phillips raised a very
interesting point. The Nuclear
Energy of the A-Bomb was initially intended to be harnessed
and used peacefully. It was a
scientist' s dream yesterday. Today it has developed into an-in- ·
dustry of Power Competition
and in thirty-three minutes it
could reach and destroy a country.
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EDITORIAL
Hell Night, For All

The long delayed and much awaited Constitution of Student
Organization has been distributed to Student Council at its last
session, Dec. first. Amendments and passage of the constitution
are slated for the next council meeting, Dec. 15.
This seems a bit hasty.
Consider: This revision has taken two Student Org. Administrations one and one half years to complete.
The last time the Constitution of Student Org. was revised was
in 1966, 12 years ago.
This revision has been carried out by Executive Board
members meeting in sessions that council members were not
invited to attend.
Very few, if any, council members saw the revised
constitution before it was distributed last Friday.
A very serious inconsistency becomes obvious: while con·d
·
· · has been a process t hat h as ta k en a
s1 erat1on
o f t he rev1s1on
number of years, approval of the constitution by Council is only
being given two weeks consideration.
It is understandable that the people who have worked on
revising the constitution are anxious to get it all over with, but in k?
tWO wee S
Why not delay approval until after the holidays? Nothing will
have changed. Student Org. will not disappear if its constitution, which hasn't been revised in 12 years, is not approved fo·r
another six weeks. The only tangible effect of delaying approval
would be that Council wiJI become more knowledgeable and
more responsibly able to deal with their own constitution.
For these reasons and more, we feel that action on the approval of the constitution next Friday should be delayed, tabled,
until after the holidays. We recommend that .Council do so.

***
Last weeks Homesteader column maintains that the Housing
Office is using strict rules in Burch Hall to compel residents to
sign statements against the person they believe is responsible
for the majority of the vandalism there.
Shaun Vandal was the name given to this alleged vandalizer.
This name does not necessarily refer to anyone named Sean or,
for that matter, to any person living or dead. The name was arbitrarily chosen and arbitrarily used. The Independent regrets
that this arbitrariness may have-caused anyone any undue grief.
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Dear Editor,
I as a student of Kean College was very disappointed with what exactl y happened Hell Night in the Student Center . First o f all that night
the Chi Brothers and all their pledgers took over the hallway between
the Student Act ivit ies and the Cafeteria . It was such a mess that
students couldn 't pass and had to detour around the building to get
through . It was a mess .. . Throwing of food that could have been eaten
by much o f the hungry people around t he world . Come on , wa s it
necessary to do all that to prove you want to be C hi that bad? One
suggestion , why don 't they do it in one of the brothers houses next
year instead of the College's Student Center.
(Name withheld upon request)

Pippin Eulogized
Dear Editor,
I thought that this might be an appropriate letter to print in order
that the entire college might share in the success of Pippin.
James R. Murphy
Director of Pippin
To: People of Pippin
Kean College
Morris Ave.,
Elizabeth, N.J.
To Everybody:
This is just a note to teltyou all how much my husband and I enjoyed your performance of " Pippin" at the Senior Citizen show on
Sunday afternoon. We have enjoyed the productions of Kean
Collegeinthepast, allverywelldone,especiallyTheMiracleWorker,
but in our opinion, Pippin was " The Best! "
You must all be congratulated for the hard work you put in to do
such.a remarkable show. My husband and I saw Pippin recently when
it was at the Paper Mill in Millburn, but we felt that it didn' t have
nearly the pep or enthusiasm of your production . .
So, on behalf of the Schneiders and other Senior Citizens, thank
you , and keep up the good work .
Yours Very truly,
Shirley S. Schneider

Pub: Nice Place To ...
Dear Editor,
" 12 :30, last call for pitchers," said the bartenders. " 12:45, last call ,"
said the bartenders . " Oh, please just once more, we' ll drink it fast,"
said the customers, " C'mon, you know me, I just spent my whole pay-

(Continued on page 9)
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(Continued from page BJ
check and I can' t even get a lousy beer! "
This happens usually at 12:55 as the customers get into a panic,
(What, no more beer!) . Sometimes the bartenders would like to indulge after a hard nights work themselves. You know, it's not easy
seeing all your friends getting toasted while you have to remain
straight as a straw.
I've had beers thrown at me and the verbal abuse flows like one of
the taps. We get paid to do a job ; serve drinks. Putting up with arrogant people isn' t worth the money we make. I can 't say the job
doesn ' t have its rewards: someone said 't hanks' once, (a little sunshine in a dark room). I don't mean to generalize, there are nice,
courteous people, but it's the obnoxious ones that leave the most
prominent impressions.
There have been numerous complaints about the lack of mugs and
the use of plastic cups as substitutes. My advice is: empty your
cabinets and return the~! You can br ing them back in any manner
you wish, arrange a drop-off spot, (The FBI will not be contacted,
honest!) Or, better yet, just leave them on the table.
I also wish that people wouldn 't give people who work the doors so
much grief! They get paid to ask for ID's etc, without these nasty
people the pub couldn 't be open. ID checks are a condition of our liquor license. Don' t get insulted when asked to show identification,
nobody is accusing you of looking 15, (if you ' re 40 and still look 15, tell
me how) .
The waitresses/ waiters are here to serve beer, not to be used as a
dartboard for abusive comments. There is nothing more embarrassing then walking up to a table that is making comments about the size
of your chest or the way you walk . Guys, leave the girls asses alone,
(they don 't belong to you). Please don 't call the waiters 'fags' -(a bundle of sticks or, in England, cigarettes) .Antics like these make me wish
that the drinking age was raised.
It has been an occasional bitch working here but I' ve also had a
blast (blasted). All I ask is that you patrons are a little more courteous,
keep drinking and crawl home safely! I
Thanks, (remember that word)
A sometimes growling bear,
Name withheld by request
P.S. Be nice to Gary (What a place to manage) .

Lights Out, Crime In
Dear Editor,
We are writing because we want something done about the lighting on campus. There always seems to be at least half a dozen lights
out in the quad area alone . Why? If we are trying to prevent crime,
whatever happened to light a light? Alsowhatever happened to those
campus policemen that used to patrol the quad and give us parking
tickets in the warmer weather? Are they cold? We would like to see
them in the winter too. If we are to curb campus violence, aren' t
these two areas to be seriously looked into?
Concerned Residents,
(Names withheld upon request)

Scheiner Sings
Dear Editor,
In reference to the notice concerning the Yearbook in last week's
paper: BULLSHIT. The Yearbook editors are a strange group of
people: two years ago I worked just as hard, if not harder than,
anyone else to get photographs of the various things on campus, but I
never got the thanks or credit I deserved.
For last year's non-existent book, I was thrown off for taking pictures at a basketball game! Make sense? No, I don' t think so either.
This year I didn 't even bother to look their way, and it seems that all
the others who got screwed did the same. This time it is the editors
turn to get screwed, but good.
Steve Scheiner

Krones Blast Concerts

·;Dear Editor:
We have a question which is directed to anybody who can possibly
answer it. When the hell is there going to be a decent concert around
here·? One of the pleasures of going to this school was attending the
really great concerts that were here. WE THE KRONES of Kean
College DEMAND to know when you ' re going to get off your doopas
and get some show off the road~nd onto the l<.C. stage. Traditionally,
(for the past few years, anyway), this college was good for at least one
really exceptional concert every semester. What the shit is going on?
Are you people sleeping or what? We have seen great stars step onto
our stage over the years and feel that it is time for some more.
Whatever happened to the days of Billy Joel, Springsteen, Peter
Framf)ton , Meatloaf, Foreigner, Southside Johnny and the Asbury
Jukes, Melissa Mar,chester, Hall & Oates, Kansas, Henry Gross,
George Benson , etc.? (We'll mention John Belushi too, 'cause he was
a pisser I) We have al I heard the rumors about who we" almost got" or
"might get". We don't like the idea of being disappointed, so try to
accomplish something constructive and cut the horseshit.
THE KRONES
P.S. We would like you to shove your potential possibilities where
they'll do the most good.

.

,,

All Letters to the Editor must be typed and submitted to the Editor by
3:00 P.M. the Friday prior to publiution. All letters must be signed,
although names will be withheld from publication upon request.

Senior Pictures
for 1979 Yearbook
To Be Taken
Dec. 18, 19, 20

Sign Up at
Memorabilia Office
CC120
ProOf Returns
Dec. 1·3 and 14
Yearbook Office

Mi'ss Margherita
will be coming
your

wa-y

February 14th, 1 S_t.h

.tic·k ets on sale
when · school returns
· If you think that
the yearbook needs staff
you should .take a
... ., .~ ;., . look at K!C.J.V.
WE NEED STAFF
• To work at operating the T.V. station
• To man the Editorial Board
· •To gain fame and fortune in the wonderful world of televis.ion

Meeting Tues. at 1:40
in the Front Lounge
of the College Center
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Good news - we are going to
have a celebration and everyone
is invited: WOMAN TALK and
the Staff Association are combining their efforts to make the
Christmas and Channukah
season an experience in sharing .
On Wednesday, December
. 20th, at noon, the regular session
of WOMAN TALK will take place
in the Alumni Lounge in Downs
Hall. The WOMEN 'S Chorus and
the Brass Ensemble will be
presenting a holiday program for
our pleasure . The added excitement for this program is that the
Staff Association will also be
celebrating with their holiday
party at the same time. Everyone
is welcomed . Those of us who
are not members of the Staff
Association are asked to participate by bring ing cra ckers or
cheese or cook ies . Join us.

•••

More immediately, WOMAN
talk is pleased to present an
unusual program for December
13th. Brigitte Wachs of Wachs'
Brass Rubbing Center in Englishtown is presenting a workshop
for us. This is the opportunity to
create an unusual holiday gift.
The program will begin at 11:30
a.m. instead of 12 :00 noon in
order to provide enough time to
make your own Brass Rubbing .

•••

Disappointment was the
keynote of the WOMAN TALK
program on Wednesday ,
November 28th . In response to
an audience concern about
physical safety , the campus
police presented a program
geared to preventing incidents

of assault , robbery, breaking and
entering,
rape,
and
any
dangerous situation which might
occur. If 12 people attended the
excellent presentation, how
much concern is there really?
The film was professionarly done
with actual safeguards presented
to make WOMEN more aware of
dangers and therefore avoid
tragedy . There was literature
available and the officers who
were there were more than willing to answer questions. Where
were Y-O-U?

•••

Newark Museum is proud of ,
and justifiably so , a priceless
collection of Tibetan art which is
out .of the museum now on tour
of f ive United States Museums:
Cincinnati Art Museum, Worchester Art Museum , Denver Art
Museum, Albright-Knox Art
Gallery in Buffalo, and the Neuberger Museum in Purchase,
N . Y. The exhibit grew from a personal collection gathered by Dr.
Albert
Shelton ,
missionary,
killed by Tibetan bandits in 1922.
With our increased interest in far
Eastern and Tibetan , spirituality
this exhibit would be of interest
to art students, philosophers,
religion students and particularly those who are curious about
the Buddhist culture. Much of
the art concerns sculpture depicting gods and godesses of the
earlier 11th. and 12th . centuries.
The more fragile works are still in
residence at the Newark
Museum and the entire collection will return home next year.
The Newark Museum should be
on the list for visit~ if you have

r91
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C.H.R. Plays Country and More
by Rob Brenner
Sick of loud, noisy, ostentatious bands with little to no
talent? Well, appearing at the Arrow Lounge in Scotch Plains
every Sunday night you ' ll find a
pleasant, very talented change.
The Chester Huggs Review
specializes mostly in country
music, but their unlimited versatility allows them to play pieces
by such artists as The Byrds, Clapton, and The Beatles with much
success. Another strong point of
the group is their ability to perform oldies. Songs such as "In
the Still of the Night" and " Blue
Moon " were presented without
a flaw.
The focal point of the bands
talent lies in their diversified
voices. Among the vocalists are

Skip
Duelks, guitar;
Steve
Tracey, rhythm; Lou Merola,
percussion; and Chris Holaday,
bass. The harmony in the group
is vastly approaching if not
already perfect. C.H.R. have
been together on and off for
about ten years and have a
variety of original pieces. "I
Want You," "Open Road, " and
"Baby It's You" were among the
original songs of which I myself
was very impressed. They' re not
your ordinary club band.
Don ' t goto see them if you like
non-sensical bands and rowdy
crowds. But , if like myself, you
enjoy some real original talent
from guys on their way up, give
them a listen . You ' ll be glad you
did.

not already done so .

•••

The Campus
Center for
Women was visited by the
Woodbridge WOMEN 'S SELFCONCEPT CENTER at 20 Middlesex Avenue , lselin, (201) 6362980 . The main purpose of the
visit was to explain the focus of
that center : "the WOMEN 'S
SELF-CONCEPT CENTER was
designed for women who have
self-concept deficits." Hours are
Tues . to Fri . from 9:30 a.m . to
2:30 p .m . and limited van and
nursery services are available.
Among the literature was a pamphlet called " Widow to Widow "
and one excerpt from the
pamphlet states " The Woodbr i dge Action f or Youth
Women 's Transitional Counsel ing Program is sponsoring a
·widow to Widow ' group whi ch
will entail group discussion in
the mornings and evenings and
informative
speakers , social
interests and outreach activi ties ." Call 636-2980 from 9 a.m . to
5 p .m .

•••

Father Garcia of Kean College ,
chairman of the Catholic Ministry is extending an invitation to a
one-day meditation and retreat
at a Retreat House in Dumont.
The day will begin at 11 :00 a.m .lunch=and close with mass by 6
p.m . The cost is only $5.00 and
reservations
can
be made
through Father Garcia at 3556660. Anyone can attend. Retreat
is a rewardihg experience and
can lead to feelings of renewal
and spiritual growth . P.S. you do
.not have to be Catholic to attend

humor.
The album · is produced by
Mike Chapmann of Sweet fame
who also helped write the opening cut "It Ain ' t Funny," which is
an
outrageous
composition
which jokes about Rick 's antics
with the . ladies. " Midnight
Road" follows including tre- ,
mendous guitar work and classic lyricism making it the finest cut
on the record.
The title cut, co-written by
Alice Cooper and Bernie Taupin,
is beautiful melody about the
closeness of love and hate. " Ez
Action " is a rocked-out knockout that is guaranteed to raise a
grin. The first side closes with a
super version of Warren Zevon's

messianic complex in the leader
which eventually became psychotic? It will be a long time
before we know . But we do
know one thing - what the
leader was able to give was the •
one commodity that the people
needed - HOPE. A HOPE that
our society was unable to give. Is
it possible that the tragic events
in Guyana are not so much an indictment on a particular man but
rather on a society that permits
atmospheres of despair to exist
so that such a man can become a
person ' s only hope for meaningful existence?

this retreat .

All ot these headlines appearing in a particular week in
November 1978. A week when
fifteen years ago world hope
seemed to oe possible. Men
seemed to be working to
become something better - and
then in one terribly tragic
moment - hope seemed to die.
To those who experienced it no
explanation is needed to
those who did not, no explanation is possible.

•••

t>ersonal: If you have not been
able to attend WOMAN TALK up
to this time, we want you to
know that we hope you will join
us for our holiday celebration on
December 20th . We would like
to know you and share the joy of
the season with you. I, especially,
welcome all the members and
the friends of the Kean College
community. Come and be with
us .

Queen
Billy Joel
Steve Miller
Cheech & Chong
HO
Quartz
Boston
Cerrone
Chuck Mangione
Ambrosia

Jazz
52nd St.
Greatest Hits
Up In Smoke
Out of the Blue
Quartz
Don't Look Back
Supernature
Feels So Good
Life Beyond L.A .

Elektra
Columbia
Capitol
Warner Bros.
Jet
Marlin
Epic
Cottillion
A&M
Warner Bros .

Disclaimer
All views expressed in Music Box are the opinions of the Music
Box staff and do not necessarily represent the views of WKCU
59-AM or its parent organization.

" Lawyers Guns and Money,"
which is also quite fitting in
album concept. Side Two is en•
joyable also but the tunes aren 't
quite as distinguished as those
bn the reverse side " Power of
Love," " Rocka Rolla ," and
"Monomania " provide energy
i!nd fire power. Overall , the
music is just good clean (or
should I say dirty) rock1mm
The.album deserves a listen by
all means. It' s not for everybody. If it's lacking anywyere it's
in the raunchiness of Rick 's
voice. This record may not phase
you, but, then again, it might kill
you .

Moving Cars
The Cars first recorded LP on
Elektra/ Asylum Records puts
your stereo in rhythm. This is a
rock and roll album, not a substitute for the real thing.
"Moving in Stereo" is a tasty
recording
which
brings
pleasures to the receiver. " Just
Wha~ I Ne'e·dei:l, " · by The Cars,
compelled commercial hit. The
band's intensity on their lyrics '
and musical accompaniment
brands it a must for your record
collection.
" I'm In Touch With Your
World," "Good Times Roll ," and
"Don't Cha Stop" are only a few
of the first-class songs on this
suggestive rock album.
Adriane Gruber

a

Refugees from various parts of
lndo-China fleeing from op,
pression float aimlessly on the
open sea . Countries ref use entrance, some die. Others attempt
to maintain HOPE for survival. A
personal human problem for
each , a global challenge for the
world . To become a world where
hope is permitted to every man.
Where man , every man is free to
seek - to become - to live a
fully human life.

Ferry Is Stripped

Top Ten Playlist

If I Weren't So Romantic I'd Shoot You
by Steve Scarpelli
Since going on a solo career,
Rick Derringer has provided a lot
of happy, good-hearted rock
and roll. But since changing the
name of his band to " Derringer," Rick seems to be changing
his image and his music He has
gone from what was known as •
bubble gum hard rock to using
what might be called evil audiof.echniques .
' Nonetheless, Rick Derringer
till provides excellent, all out
ock and roll. On his latest
ttempt, "If I Weren't so Roman·c I'd Shoot You," he does more
f the same. The title fits the
lbum perfectly. The entire
ollection displays a sick sense of

by Fr. Rich Garcia
900 SECT MEMBERS DEAD REFUGEE SHIP FLOATS
AIMLESSLY AT SEA .
What do these headlines, all
appearing during one week ,
have in common? Both involve
the world ' s disenfranchised . The
trauma of those who find that
they " don ' t fit " into the society
they are asked to live in . More
importantly they elucidate our
world 's inability to deal with
such trauma .
It was well known that Jim
Jones achieved h is success in the
attempt to assist those in our
society who because of a cul tural , psychologi cal o r economic deprivation became disenfranchised from all the possible rewards our so ciet y was
able to offer . Because of his personal charisma he seemed to be
able to mobilize these people
into effective working units.
What - went wrong? Did the
leader become si ck and infect
the followers? Did the fanatical
support of his followers cause a

by George Schifini
This LP is Mr. Perry's fifth
musical effort on discs. If he
doesn 't make radical changes in
his approach to popular music, it
could be his last.
Of the ten tracks on the album,
five are original compositions,
only "Sign of the Times" is worth
the effort or time. The rest of his
compositions are too ambiguous and rambling for any
sense of unity or direction.
"Can' t Let Go" is a good example. It's excessively wordy to
effectively convey feelings of
alienation ,
!onliness ,
and
impending insanity that its
author might have intended.
Significantly, the only good
cut is the classic " Hold on (I'm
Coming) , because it is sung with
some degree of passion . But on
the ·rest of the album his vocals
fail to evoke a mood or emotion .
Ferry plays uninspired piano
on one track, his lyrics are a mess,
and the arrangements are mediocre. In short, Ferry' s album is
about as exciting as standing in
the unemployment line. One
'more lackluster album· like this
and Ferry wi11 be the first in line.
'!'

-)

Tues., Dec. 19
GENERAL BUSINESS
MEETING
1:40 p.m.
Hutchinson Hall J140
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Kean Artists In VE Exhibit

by Russell C. Stokes
The topic of conversation for
this week\ column centers
around the Monday Night Jazz
Series and my coverage of it.
As most of us jazz enthusiasts
well know, the Monday Night
Jazz Series is funded by money
from Student Activities . Student
Activities, in turn , draws its
money from the General Service
Fee assessed to each student on a
per credit basis.
The point is that if you are not
particularly happy with Student
Activities events, then you have
the right to complain about
them .
I have come under fire as of
late because I have not liked
some of the jazz that has been
presented lately. In the past,
Cecil Taylor, Jerome Cooper and
Neo-Wave have performed. Of
the three, Neo-Wave was the
only band that I liked.
Avant garde jazz as presented
by Cooper and Taylor is a viable
alternative, but in no way is it
representative of all jazz. I don 't
believe that we are running a
haven for avant garde artists.
Granted, you can present this
form of jazz, but not exclusively.
I believe the idea behind Monday night jazz is to showcase artists in the field of jazz. To me,
that means various types - not
only avant garde. The idea is to
introduce a variety of jazz forms
so that the audience will be able
to grasp the immense diversity in
the field. Diversification is the
spice of life.
As for the article dropped off
in the Independent office
written by a Mr. George Kanzler
Jr. of the Star Ledger, I am convinced that George doesn't
know music as well as he claims
to. I am glad that Kean College is
receiving outside press from
such a respected publication as
the Star Ledg~r, but George, you
are probably the type of intellectual snob that sees paint
blotches on a canvas and immediately calls it fine art. As far as
your review goes, well it's too
bad that you aren't a student
here at Kean because if you were
you could have had the added
'burden' of paying for the
Cooper and Taylor performances .
Both Cooper and Taylor are

EARN s5.s10/HR
LEARN

BARTENDING
BY DOING
IN 1 OR 2 WEEKS

Day and Evening Classes
FREE PLACEMENT
ASSISTANCE SERVICE
(Available Locally
or in 22 cities nationwide)

AMERICAN
BARTENDERS
SCHOOL
23 Locations Nationwide
NEW YORK CITY
415 Lexington Ave ., Ste . 202
~

4

,,

'597-0530
.;TCLAIR

70 Park St.

201-783-7100
PISCATAWAY
1032 Stelton Rd.

201-981-1600

fantastic musIcIans, but as arrangers I think that they are conning the public. Music is not the
kind of art form that lends itself
to hidden messages between the
lines. People who try to establish a hidden meaning in an arrangement, when that meaning
just isn 't there, need professional help. I am not saying that if a
person has a different interpretation of a particular arrangement, that that person is
inane. What I am saying is that
the interpretation should be
identified as only part of the field
and not as an example of the
whole.
Avant garde has its following
and I don 't knock anyone who
enjoys i but avant garde jazz
should not be forced upon
someone who has no other
choice. This year, the Monday
Night Jazz series has continually
forced avant garde jazz down
our throats; no wonder I don ' t
like it. The Jazz Series should, at
least, try to please a majority of its
devotees.
On the three occasions that I
have covered the Jazz Series,
only once did the theater fill to
capacity. I am not advocating
that tne Jazz Series be dropped
but I do advocate that they spend
their money a little more wisely.
A band with at least some audience appeal is in order. Monday
Night Jazz has the potential audience here at Kean to fill the
theater at every concert. This
hasn't happened thus far which I
believe is due to the types of acts
that have been presented.
Diversified jazz entertainment is
rhe answer.

VA Briefs
(Continued from page 2)
referral service and charges no
fee according to Mr. Horvath.
During the semester break the
Veterans' Office will be open
from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday thru Friday. Night hours will
resume at the h>eginning of the
Spring semester.
Veterans attending classes on a
less than full time basis who plan
to take a January mid-term
course should contact the Vets
Office.

Four artists from the Kean
College Fine Arts Dept. faculty
will open a group exhibition on
Thursday, December 7th in the
College Art Gallery.
The show called " Self as Subject/Reciprocation " is the result
of months ot preparation whi ch
included video taping sessions in
the Kean Instructional Resource
center; these tapes will ultimately become part of the exhibit.
The group consisting of
Richard
Buncamper, Lennie
Pierro, Alex Nicolesco and David
Troy, presented a very successful show last year in the same
location.
The show will present a diversity in materials and thought processes. Mr. Buncamper's Porcelain clay T-shirts reflect moral ,

Statewide
Art Show
The second annual statewide
juried art show of the Artists '
League of Central New Jersey
will run through the month of
January, 1979, at the Old Bridge
Municipal Center, Rte. 516 and
Cottrell Road, just off Rte. 9 in
Old Bridge .
Works will be received at the
Old Bridge Municipal Center
Monday December 11 through
Friday , December 15 from 1 p .m .
to 9 p .m . and from 10 a.m . to 6
p .m. on Saturday, December 16.
Jurors for the show will be
Henry Gasser, South Orange
watercolorist ,
who
holds
memberships in the National
Academy and National Watercolor Society; Lynn Miller,
curator and compiler of the Slide
Registry of New Jersey Women
Artists at Douglass College; and
Bill Gorman of Bayonne ,
member of the National Watercolor Society, and i!Ssociate
member of the National Academy.
The $10 entry fee includes a
one year membership in the
League, which now comprises
450 New Jersey artists. Entrants
will compete for $2,750 in prizes
($250 in each of 11 categories)
with additior.ial Purchase Awards
to be announced at a later date.
For further information and
entry brochures contact Artists '
League, Middlesex County Arts
Council, 37 Oakwood Ave. ,
Edison , N.J . 08817. Phone : (201)
549-4684 or Old Bridge Municipal Center from December 11
through December 16, (201) 721-5600 .

social, sexual, and political ideas
of the 70's. Mr . Nicolesco Is working in secret on a piece called
" Hits and Misses ." Mr . Pierro 's
" Amplitication P1ec.e /t4 Re cal l "
will be an expansion ot work
presented last year and will utilize colour Xerox photos and live
video . Mr. Troy will present a
piece using polaroid photography which will deal with the
idea ot physical mental and
philosophical encroachment.
All ot various projects will
interact with one another in
diverse and sometimes perverse

ways.

1:xhibition opening l hursday ,
LJecember 7th, 5 r.m . in the
College Gallery, Vaughn-Eames.
Four Fine Arts ~acuity Members
Group Show "Seit as Subject/ Reci procation ."
Richard Bunca mper-1-shirts ;
Lennie
Pierro-Amplification
Piece #4 Recall; Alec Nicolesco
Hits and Misses : David Troy-Encroachment.
Gallery hours : Mon. closed ,
lues. 7:30-10 p.m ., Wed. 10-2,
lhurs. 5-8 p.m. , hi. 10-2, Sat.111 :30.

TV Trivialities

by Allan Margolin
1. On "Batman ., what is
Robin 's secret identity?
2. On " Topper" who played
Topper?
3. On the " Lone Ranger "
what is the name of Tonto 's
horse?
4. On " Happy Days" what
does Ralph Malph 's father do for
a living?
5. What is the name of the
Green Hornet 's car?
6. On the "Abbott and Costello Show" what is the name of
Abbott and Costello's landlord?
7. Name the Professor's children on " Nanny and the Professor."
8. What newspaper does Peter
Parker (alias Spiderman) work
for?
9. On what show does Mrs.

Livingston work as a housekeeper?
10. What is the name of the Indian tribe on "F Troop{' '
11. On "Klondike Cat" what is
the name of Klondike 's commanding otticer?
12. Who played the Girl from
U.N.C.L.E.?
13. What is the name of Alexandra 's pet cat on Josie and the Pussycats?
14. Who does Hazel work for on
" Hazel? "
15. Name the Banana Splits.
-~Jous pue JadooJ1 '08u19 ' a18aa1 ➔
'SL !Ja1xe9 eJeqJeg pue aAa1c; - ► L !ue!I
-seqac; ·n !sJaMod a1ue4da1s ·zt !Jou1w
Jo few ' LL :saaMo:>eH a41 ·ot !Ja41e:1 s,a,p
-p31od14s1mo:) a41 '6 :a18n9 "l!eo a41 ·g
:a:>uapnJd pue 4:>1n9 ' 1eH ' L !sp1a1:1 .<aup,c;
·9 :.<ineae ~n1e a41 ·s :uep11do - ► :1no:>c;
'( : 11ojJe:) ·9 oa1 ·z !uos.<eJ9 ~:>!O · L

Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday
December 12, 13, 14
12:30 P.M.
little Theatre
Kean College Theatre Series
Lunchtime Theatre

presents

SAILI

G

By Michael Shurtleff

SAILING is the winner of the Second Annual Metropolitan New York Original Short Play Festival. A man and
woman , sitting on a terrace and watching sailboats in the
bay, briefly capsulize their lives. Their children are ,
grown, they are moderately successful financially, yet
tbe peace and tranquility they desire have passed them
by. Frustration has overwhelmed the man, and before
our eyes it destroys him. This powerful two-character
drama will be performed and directed by Kean College
undergraduates.

Admission: 49¢

.Joiq_ T'1e

~hoWBiz
·Greats

,.,..,.._....J,~..,.,.Tltis ~Ummer
In the Disney College Workshop

*SINGERS*

* INSTRUMENTALISTS *
You could find yourself performing
on the most famous stage of all ...

Disneyland Gt/ Watcli)1sney World@
Caiege Freshmen, Sophomores and Juniors are eligible _to aud~ion for this 12 week
summer workshop in entertainment. Scholarships, housing grants and stipends will
be awarded those selected. Minimum age, 18.
Singen: Prepare vocal piece of your choice. Disney choreographers will provide
dance routine-singers must dance.
lnstrumentallsts: Prepare 3·5 minute pertormance selection. ALL APPLICANTS
BRING MUSIC, INSTRUMENTS (including doubles), PHOTOS AND RESUMES.
FOR ALL INFORMATION REGARDING AUDITIONS CONTACT:
DISNEYLAND
WALT DISNEY WORLD
1313 Harbor Blvd.
P.O. Box 40
Anaheim, CA 92803
Lake Buena Vista, FL 32830
(714) 533·4456 ext. 701
(305) 824-4206 ext. 4206
DO NOT CALL AUDITION LOCATION
Live auditions will be held at the lollowing locations:
Ian . ltl. & lY , lU a.m..f:, n.m.
MAK~MUllN I M ANHA 11 AN l UI LH,I
Ult 71'il )I.
,-..<'W ~ork . N\ 10\)Ll

Invites all students in for a
student discount card and
Precision Hair Cutting.

,.,.

Student Rates
(Discount Included)
Gals . .. .... SB.SO Cut & Blow
Guys ...... $7.50 Cut & Blow
(Vidal
Sassoon
Trained
Stylist
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Photo by Hiram Cardona

Dance Troupe performed at the Puerto Rican Day festivities.

"Conjunto Manque"- playing some cultural music.

Photo by Hiram Cardona

Wilfredo Ayes provided his talent to entertain the audience.

Photo by Ralph Abbate

Photo by Hiram Cardona

(L-r) Eneida Figueroa, Jose' Marq~ez, David Diaz.

ee ouse

Photo by Ralph Abbate

Donna Antczak sang at this week's coffeehouse.

Photo by Ralph A bbate

Al, Gary, and Al strumming three part harmony.

••
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Co ege Party

...

Photo by Jane Maltz

Anyone for a glass of suds?

Three cheers for the Three Musketeers!
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Strum that guitar.

Photo by Jane Maltz

The All College Party - just rollin' in fun.

<).

Photo by Jane Maltz

Photo by Hiram Cardona

Stranger provided the entertainment at the All College Party.

l
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Photo by Hiram Cardona

Captivated.
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Open Invitation To Valerie Hammer Project
Dur ing Jan uary an d February
Kean Co llege stude nts will have
a rare o pportunity to pa rticipate
in t he creative process. A dance
work from it's initial concepti o n-th ro ugh all phases of
p rodu ct ion-to final performan ce will be created o n th e
Kean College W ilki ns stage. The
Va ler ie Hamm e r Project , t he
performan ce e nsemble fro m
New York that won the " First
Prize for Best Compan y" at the
1977 International Festival o f
Dance o f Paris w i ll be in residence at Kean for six week s. During that time t he compan y will
stage the new work-"Coper, nicus" to be given it 's world
premiere performance in the
Wilkin s Theatre on February 13.
The program is being brought to
the college by the Co-Curri cular
Program Board and activities are
being co-ordinated b y Ruth
Sprague in the Student A ctivities Office (527-2044).
" Copernicus ," is a work inv9lving man y arts dis c iplines-dance, music, poetry,
film , photography , sculpture,
and lighting design. 1 It is a
collaborative effort by a group of
artists working towards the completion of a unique choreographic work. Interested Kean
students will have the opportun ity to work with the artists in
many ways. There will be a company class open to Kean
students. Many of the rehearsal s
will be open including several
recording sessions with the
musicians so that it can be
observed how a dance work is
conceived , staged and brought
to final production at a performance.
Fou nded in 1976 by t he creati ve m em bers of OP O DYSSEY,
the Valerie Hammer Project has
evolved into a permanent association of dancers , musiicians, and
designers dedica ted to th e creat ion o f orig inal dance th ea tre .
The Valerie Hammer Project is an
outgrowth of th e Theater of The
Open Eye. The basis of The Project is an insight into the roots of
human thought and feeling that
are made known through visual
and p oetic images. These are
formed t hro ug h the ex p ression
o f dance and music in feat ure
l ength
p erf o r m a n ce
e xperiences.
Produ ctions are brought to life
through an interweavi ng o f
dance action , sculptural forms ,
musical motifs, projected light
and pictorial effects, justified
aesthetically by the multidimensional images to be expressed . The Project 's produc-

tio n
activities
are
comp lime n ted by programs rea ching
out to the com mu nity-at-large.
Fostered by the N .E.A . Da nce
Touring Program , The Project
has ap pea red at universities and
art ce nters in n um erous states,
invo lvi ng t heir commu n ities in
t he creat ive process t h roug h lect ure-d emonstrations,
master
classes, an d re perto ry pe rforman ces.
The Project is p ro ud of its
growth as an intern atio nal
resource . It has recei ved acclai m
for its performan ces at Eueopea n
fest iva .; in cl uding t he Intern ational Festival o f Dan ce of Pari s,
wher e it wa s awarded the firs t
prize o f ' Best Company.' Current ly, The Project is involved in
national tour ing rehearsal for th e
premiere of new wor !<, and preparation for its New York season
at the Brookl yn A cadem y of
Music. The Valerie Hammer Project is the exclusi ve act ivi ty o f
Aladdin Dance , Inc. , a non- profit
tax-exempt corporation.
The Valerie Hammer Project ,
the performance ensemble from
New York City that won the
" First Prize for Best Compan y" at
the 1977 International Festival o f
Dance of Paris will be in
residence at Kean College from
January 2 through February 13.
The residency w i ll culminate in a
performance of the prize winning piece Op Odyssey on February 6th and a performance on
February 13th of Cope rnicus
which will be created at Kean .
Both performances will be held
in Wilkins Theatre at 8 :00 p .m .
and will be free admission .
The Valerie Hammer Project is
a compan y o f art ists under t he
direction
of
choreographer / dancer
Valerie
Hammer that was formed by the
cre ati o n of Op Odyssey,
produced b y th e Thea ter o f th e
Op e n Eye in 1976. Op Odyssey
utiliz e s the talents o t Mi ss
Hammer, sculptor/ fi lm maker
Doris Ch ase, composer / mu sician Robert Mahaffay, desig ner
George Gracey, and dancers
Nancy Cohen , and Jonathan
Hollander. The poetry in Op
O dyssey was written by Diane
Wak owski and the vocals feature
Glo ria Tropp. The result of this
co llaborat ion is an exciting performan ce usi ng expert da ncers
performing d ifficult feats in large
moving sculptures as well as portraying " rea l people" in the
work, computer synthesized
film , live and taped musi c, poetry, and ingenious stage illu si ons.
The important reason for the
success of Op Odyssey wa s

Valerie Hammer Project dancers fly (sculpture by Doris Chase ).
summed up by critic Deborah
Jowitt in the Village Vok e when
she wrote, " Very beauti f ul, full
of
intrigueing images and
sounds. Everything meshed and
every element enhanced every
other one : Dancers and sculpture moved together; gestures
echoed words; films reiterated
choreogra p hic images ; lighting
and music created magical illusions of depth ."
C;;purnicus will feature the
co llaborat ion o f art is ts as in Op
Odyssey and w ill incor porate the
drawi ngs of Noelle Braynard .
The insp iratio n and title for the
piece w as drawn fr om the
famous astronomer who p ro ved
that the earth revolves aro und
the sun .
.
During .the time t he company

is on campus , kean College
dance students will be invited to
join the daily company class and
students of all fine arts disc iplines will work with the artists.
1978 - Choreographer o f OP
ODYSSEY; winner of " First Prize
for Best Compan y" at the International Festival of Dance in
Paris, France.

•••

Tour of European dance festi vals, includ ing Fest ival Sigm a
and t he Rotterd am Dance Festival.

•••

Choreo gra p hed an d directed
FONTANA : A DA NC E lALE;
premiered wi th a three-week
season at the Theater of The
Open Eye; NYC.

Invited to perform at the
Brooklyn Academy of Music;
NYC.

•• •

The
Open
Eye;
dancerchoreographer , New York
seasons, United States tours .
1976-77 - Featured solo perfo r mer at the Metro politan
Museum of Art; NYC.

•••

Doris Chase Dance Series;
videotape presentation of OP
OD YS SE Y for WC ET-TV, Cinci nnati - availa b le for viewing in the
Donnell
Library
Collection ;
NYC.

•••

Tour of midwestern United
Stat es as part of the National Endowment for the Arts Dance
Touring Program .

-----------------------------------------.,,
1,

Valerie Hammer
-Project· In Residence
For Information :
Tbe tentative com pany schedule Jan. 3-Feb. 5 will be as follows :

Tues., Thurs., Sat. (except for Jan. 13, 23, 25 and 27)
11 :00-12:00
12:00- 2:30
2:30- 3:30
3:30- 6:00

Co m pany Class
Reh earsa l
Break
Rehearsa l

Mon., Wed. Fri. (except for Jan. 22, 24 and 26)
11 :00-2: 00
3: 00-5:30
5:30-9 :00

Choreo grapher's Ti m e
Rehearsal ·
Choreographer's Tim e

All students interested in participating contact the
Office of Student Activities in the College Center (527-2044).

To Be Announced Rehearsal and Recording Times for Musicians
Performance Schedule
February 6
February 9
Februa ry 13

Vale rie Hammer in motion

O P O DYSSEY
Music Forum
Copernicus

8 p.m.Post Performance Symposium
TBA w / composer Michael Mahaffey
8 p.m.Post Performance Symposium

'
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Thorogood And -The Pestroyers Ignite
NEW YORK: Shake your
moneymaker, baby, because
George Thorogood and the Destroyers out of Wilmington ,
Delaware, are blues infused with
a solid rock punch to boot. This
fiety white trio not only covers
the masters, but their interpretations add vitality to the toasted
chestnuts.
George Thorogood and the
Destroyers record for the small
independent Rounder Records
out of Sommerville, Mass., and
just three months after their fine
debut LP was released it has sold
more than 35,000 copies, which
might not seem like a lot in terms
of a Columbia or Wagner album ,
but it has become Rounder's
largest seller . Thorogood wears
all black on stage, including a
fedora drooping below one eye,
and sits on an edge of a stool , like
the old time blues greats. His
brand of music is_ electrifying,
rockin ' blues with a power
packed bottleneck delivery that
glides him off the stool and into
the air, walking around the face
of the stage, duckwalking back
and forth like Chuck Berry but
more natural, and sometimes
leads him into the audience
where · he will lean over
backwards on a table to reach a
killer note. And sometimes , he
even kicks his leg out as if he
were in a karate pose, or better
yet, a Rockette-to-be as the
audience loved his honest
reflexes to his infectious music.
He had the people in the palm of
his hand from the first note and
never had to rekindle that spark.
And they sang along on the
choruses after they became obvious.
The Destroyers revitalize the

music of John Lee Hooker,
Chuck Berry, Bo Diddley, Elmore
James, and even Johnny Cash ,
although they didn' t perform
any C&W songs during the set I
caaght. The songs Thorogood
chooses and writes are fun loving
drinking and gambling tunes, including Hooker's " One
Bourbon , One Scotch, One
Beer. " The most demanding
track was Diddley' s " Ride on
Josephine" with Jeff Simon
pummeling the beat home on
drums and bassist Billy Blough
solidifying the bottom while
George was slipping and sliding
with his most convincing solos.
Thorogood loves to play; he
probably played the longest set
in the Other End ' s recent
memory, closing with " Madison
Blues" and encoring with a riproaring, hard rockin " O Carol "
that would have made Chuck
Berry proud .
" I don ' t know if we 're reviving
interest in the blues," says
Thorogood , but people are
listening to Hound Dog Taylor
because of us and that makes me
feel good . I never see the blues
as reviving , though. It' s always
been there. Like I saw Hound
Dog Taylor playing for free in this
park in Washington D.C. a
CO\Jple of years ago, and he was
just blazing away . He was playing
like a superstar without all the
trappings that go with it. "
" Most people in the blues
have that attitude, that first and
last you have to be good at what
you ' re doing. And they' re playing out of necessity. Regardless
of the media, these people
would still be doing it. I'd be doing this anyway myself, even
without all the attention ."

Thorogood has mainly played
the bars from D .C. to Boston , but
only once before in New York.at Folk City about five years ago.
For three months this past
winter, he built up a cult following in northern California . The
group reminds this writer of the
spirit of the early Paul Butter-

field Blues Band but in its most
simplest format - a stoking trio .
"I never heard ot George Thorogood and the Destroyers at all ,"
say Paul Colby , the owner of the
Other End , " until a friend told
me that they' re hot. I made them
headliners as they were getting
heavy airplay on WNEW-FM ,

which is a good enough indicator tor me. They sold out all
six shows tool Each show is
SRO! "
"They are the most refreshing, exciting act I've seen in a
long time," gleams Colby. " It's
the frist act that has had four encores in a long timel "

r.

George Thorogood and the Destroyen will be performing at Kean on Monday, December 11th with the
Allen Harris Band.

George ThorogoOd
and
The Destroyers
.

.

and
The Allen
Harris Band
December 11

Tickets on sale now·?:
.

at,-,8 :_QO --p_.fl:l·.-_
Tickets are $3 each
with I.D.

at 'the CCB Offite'-:.
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Nothing Luxurious About Cocker's Latest
by Deborah Orazi
Joe Cocker gets no respect !
Lost in space for the last five , tak ing solace in booze and drugs,
Cocker made little attempt at fulfilling the promise he showed
when he first hit these shores in
1968 singing the definitive version of Lennon / McCartney's
" With a Little Help From M y
Friends." If you haven ' t heard
Cocker 's rendering you haven ' t
heard it done properly , ditto
Dave Mason 's "' Feeling Alright? "
With the release of his current
album , Luxury You Can Af ford, (Elektra/ Asylum Records ),
Joe is enjoying a renewed
interest in his music and a sorely
needed boost in his flagging
career. These efforts may all be in
vain though because the album
stands exceedingly pale when
compared to his earliest endeavors.
Joe Cocker's career in music
has been a long erratic one, permeated with traces of mismanagement and apathy. Joe has
never been a particularly ambitious gent - but those around
him made up for it. Not a
pleasant picture to be sure.
It
all
started
innocently
enough in 1967. Cocker came
down from his hometown Sheffield , in northern England ,
where he had been a gasfitter(?)
and settled in London teaming
up with the ubiquitous Denny
Cordell. Joe brought with him a
fine reputation as a bluesy interpreter o f pop songs - tasteful.

This is evident in a startlingl y
good version of another Lennon/ McCartney oldie, " I 'll Cry
Instead ," recorded sometime in
the mid-sixties by Vance Arnold
and the Avengers , an earl y guise
of Joe's.
Cocker's first album to be
released in the states wa s the
classic " With A Little Help From
My Friends ," and by thi s time he
had plenty of help , friend s and
fans . Steve Winwood , Jimmy
Page and members of Procul
Harum contributed to this well
rounded album and it met with
instant acclaim . Cocker's and
Cordell's choi ce of material was
immaculate, ranging from a
moody rendition of Dylan 's" Just
Like A Woman " to sprite Cocker
originals like " Marjorine." To
top off the year Joe appears at
Woodstock and turns in a performance that becomes the
highlight of the festival and the
film that follows .
The next album was titled simply, " Joe Cocker!, " and . like its
predecessor, was of the hfghest
quality. It is here that we are introduced to a man that would go
on to become something of an
enigma himself, Leon Russell.
Russell contributes two songs to
the proceedings , one of which
becomes a solid Cocker favorite, " Delta Lady ," and shares
production chores with Cordell. Also contained are George
Harrison 's
" Something"
(a
sizeable hit for Joe ) and an exquisite remake of Leonard

"Don't you ljke it even a little Deb1"
stars out of Leon Russell , Rita
Cohen 's " Bird On A Wire. "
Coolidge and Denny Cordell but
By this time Cocker is being
Joe appeared overwhelmed by it
considered by the critics as the
voice of Great Britain, giving
all in his own simple way.
Irish Van Morrison and Stevie .
Here is where the trouble
Winwood stiff competition .
began . Joe felt used and abused
The third and last of the Great
by the others and came out of a
Joe Cocker albums was " Mad
long grueling tour with a measly
Dogs and Englishmen ," a double
$600.00 in his pocket. He severed
his connection with Cordell and
live recording of a mammoth
Russell (who went on to form
American tour (that Joe was
Shelter Records) and started
forced to undertake ), that also
spawned a movie of the same
legal proceedings against his
manager Dee Anthony.
title . Both were received pheSince then Cocker has not
nomenally and soon one could
made a satisfactory album ,
see " Cocker Power " buttons
however he did have a successadorning the lapels of his
ful single with " You Are So Beauaudience, (I 've still got mine
tiful," a very uncharacteristic
somewhere) . The movie made

tune that Cocl<er croaks out with
sincerity.
His latest al~um " Luxury You
Can Afford " misses the mark
completely . Produced by New
Orleans' legendary Allen Toussaint, the album is excessive and
dull despite lavish horn arrangements and highl y audible background singers. Most of the
original songs are undistinguished and have little substance , a fact that is clearly apparent even though expert
musicians pile instrument upon
instrument on them . The exception is " Wasted Years " written
especially for Joe by Phil Driscoll .
Ironically enough it is the best
song of the lot and downright
poignant for Cocker to be
singing. His vocals are genuinely inspired and truthful.
On the whole Joe's voice is not
up to par on this album and is at
times overpowered by the inappropriately loud and obsolete
background singers. I blame
many of the album 's problems
on the mix - Cocker's voice gets
lost in it too often. I mean whose
album is this?
With a sense of depression and
perhaps premature mourning, I
cannot recommend this disc and
I see no relief in sight for
Cocker's career unless he makes
immediate and drastic changes.
Someone remarked to me tha t
John Belushi sounds more like
Joe Cocker these days than
Cocker does. I'm incl ined to.
agree .

Dictators Go Crazy In Dover
by Dawn Shepherd
Commercral success ha s·
eluded the Dictators for almost
four years now. The Dictators (i n
case you don 't know) are a great
hard-rocking five man group
mainly from the Bronx.
In 1975 the Dictators re/ea sed a
brilliant debut album called Go
Girl Crazy that met with estatic
critical acclaim but terrible sales
and the group was dropped by
Epic.
In 1977 the Dictators released
the disappointing Manifest Destiny on Asylum . The album was
overproduced in an attempt to
garnish AOR airplay and it didn 't
capture the excitement of their
live show .
The Dictators are in another
crisis now. After the release of
their third album Bloodbrothers
the group has left Asylum and
have to promote the album

themselves by touring .
came on. The played a duff set
1978 has marked a crucial tur- indeed . Visually they were terning point for the future of " New rible to watch-three long hairs
Wave " music. The latest albums and a spikey haired drwmmer,
by Blondie and the Ramones in- (turned out to be a sheep in
clude compromise tracks so that wolve's clothing) . Musically they
the albums would get airplay. If were worse - they played an
you listen to WNEW FM , the onl y awful set of faceless bar band
" progressive " radio station in rock .
the NY area you would wonder if
To sum up the Howard Duff
t he Dictators even exist . (Except Band-bad name, bad material,
if you listen to Vin Scelsa , 10-2 in bad group.
the afternoon or the overnight
A year ag~ I would have classhow , or sometimes substitute si f ied t he Dictators' music as
Meg Griffin .)
, heavy metal punk. Their latest
If this review seems to be a lec- album , Bloodbrothers, changes
ture about the state of American that. While still influenced by
radio you ' re partially right. The their heavy metal mentors, Blue
Dictators are a perfect example Oyster Cult, the Dictators have
of the group that can ' t sell become more pop oriented .
albums because of lack of airplay
The Dictators have tightened
and have gone nowhere.
up musicarly since I saw them last
The Place in Dover had been year on their British tour. A
filling up all evening when open- genius had booked them opening band , the Howard Duff Band ing for the Stranglers, an " angry
psychedelic band. "
Needless to say they bombed
after taking a half hour of apathy
from the crowd of punters who
didn;t know what to make of a
1. The Thorn Birds, by Colleen McCullough . (Avon ,
heavy metal influenced punk
$2.50.) Australian family saga: fiction .
band . They just wanted to pogo
'
to punk .
2. My Mother, Mys~(f, by Nancy Fri~ay. (Dell, $2 .50.) The
At the place the Dictators exdaughter's search for i_dentity. ;·_
ited their dressing room at midnight and walked on stage like
3. The Women's Room, by Marilyn French. (Jove/HBJ.
they were going to a fight. They
$2.50.) Perspective on women's role in society : fiction .
opened with " New York, New
4. All Things Wise and Wonderful, by James Herriot.
York" from the new album.
(Bantam, $2.75.) Continuing story of Yorkshire vet.
Handsome Dick sauntered
around the stage in his ·tradi5. The Amityville Horror, by Jay Anson. (Bantam, $2 .50.)
tional red sequined wrestling
True story of terror in a ~ouse possessed.
outfit. Andy · Shernoff, main
songwriter · and the brains
6. Centennial, by James A. Michener. (Fawcett/Crest ,
behind the Dictators' handled his
$2.95.) Epic story of America's legendary West: fiction.
bass chores well and kept unobtrusively in the badcground in his
7. The Immigrants, by Howard Fast. (Dell, $2.75.) Italian
yellow T-shirt, jeans, and
immigrant's rise and fall from Nob Hill: fiction.
sneakers.
·
Rhythm guitarist Top Ten has
8. Daniel Martin, by John Fowles. (Signet, $2.95.) English
undergone a new look. His longplaywright influenced by Hollywood: fiction .
ish hair has been trimmed and
slicked back to make him look
9. Lucifer's t:tammer, by Larry Niven & Jerry Pournelle.
like a semi-Teddy Boy-the
(Fawcett/Crest, $2.50.) Struggle for survival after giganclosest equivalent I can think of
tic comet hits earth: fiction.
is Joe Strummer of the Clash . 'fop
Ten is an exciting guitaristto wat10. The Dragons of Eden, by Carl Sagan. (Ballantine,
ch. He plays with an unrehearsed
$2.25.) The evolution of intelligence.
joyful abandon of rock 'n' roll.
Ross the Boss resembles a
This list was compiled by The Chronicle of Higher Education from inforyounger Bruce Jenner and plays
mation supplied by college stores throughout the country. November 24,
:wa.
lighting lead runs.

Handsome Dick is still and
foremost
a comedian.
He
welcomed his NJ fans and told us
that the closest place to NY is NJ .
Dick ·had a contingent of fans
giving him power salutes . Dick
cracked, " Hey Ross do you have
to bring your family all the
time?"
The latest addition to the Dictators is Mel Anderson, a native
of Montclair, N.J. He used to
drum with Twisted Sister. His

brother Al Anderson is a sometime· guitarist of the Wailers.
l wonder if the Dictators will
ever make it into the Kiss league
of stadium rock. I hope not
because I still wantto see them in
clubs and medium sized halls.
What worries me is that if the
Dictators' bad luck continues it
might break up the band and
they might turn into used car
salesman.
And that would be a shame. '

Co-Curricular Program Board ·
Trips To
"The Treasures of Tutankhamun"
The Co-Curricular Program Board will conduct a drawing of
names to determine which Kean students will participate in its
three group trips to "The Treasures of Tutankhamun " Exhibition at The Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City. The
' Trips will leave campus on the mornings of January 16, 1979,
January 20, 1979 and February 6, 1979. Only Kean College
students are eligible for this drawing. The application below
must be completed and returned to The Office of Student Activities, in the College Center, Room 143, by Friday, December
15, 1978.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __
Social Security° Number _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Full Time _ _ _ _ Part Time _ _ __ Graduate _ _ __
Major _ _ _ _ __ __ __ Class Level _ _ __ __ __
Address--------------------Campus Telephone Number _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Home or Off-Campus Telephone Number _ _ _ __

,.
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Consumer Guide To
''Bad'' Cinema
by Nancy Crespo
SCSC is sponsoring a Latin
food fair with dishes from Latin
American countries. The fair will be held December
9 in the Grill room . Food will be
served between 5-8 pm. At 8 pm.
there will be a Disco Party with
D.J . Carlos. The Christmas Disco
will end at 2 am.
Sunday, December 10, Father
Luis will conduct a mass in
Spanish. It will be held in the
Browsing room at 6 pm.
Christmas songs will be sang by a
chorus from Saint Thomas
Church in Newark.
On November 30 PROUD and
SCSC celebrated Puerto Rican
Discovery Day. Part of the event
• took place in the Little Theatre
with a cultural presentation.
The welcome and introduction were done by
PROUD's president David Diaz
and Prof. Jose Quiles.
Rev. Alfonso Roman Director
of Congreso Boricua in Trenton
spoke very well about the Puerto
_Rican ~ulture. He also presented
slides of the Puerto Rican
Congress at work. Rev. Roman
congra,tulated PROUD for es-

tablishing a Puerto Rican
organization on campus.
The show continued with
poems by Freddy Ayes who was
accompanied by Hector
Feliciano on congas.
Some of the poems were;
Mulata, Mi Chiquita , Songoro
Cosongo, and Majestad Negra.
Credit should be given to
Rinaldo Lago for putting
together a great dance troup.
PROUD's dance troup performed La Bomba, la Plena . El
Guaguanco, and the Latin Hustle.
The cultural event ended at 3
pm . with a great variety of typical
food.
This was not the end of the
celebration . It continued at 9
pm . in the Grill room with Conjunto Mangue and D.J. Carlos.
Felix Ortiz was influenced by
his cousin Nelson Gonzalez and
Eddie Parlmieri. In March they
will travel to Columbia and in
August their first album will' be
recorded under the Sonido
label.
The entire celebration turned
out very well. Even the arroz con
polio cooked by Mrs. Cruz
(Doris' mother) was very good.

by Anthony Cerqueira
Bad films are definitely art. By
the term " Bad " ·in referring to
the cinema one thinks of a below
average performance by Redford, cheap special effects, or
just a lousy script. These are just
films that maybe could have
been put together a little better.
Nothing can help the films that
fall in the "Bad " genre. " There
exists certain criteria for a " Bad"
film. First, usually they are horror
films. Secondly, they play firstruns in drive-ins. And third , the
acting may be brilliantly trashy,
the sound tinny (you know, the
type of effect one would get
crooning into a plastic garbage
can), and the boom mike has to
be seen at least once throughout the movie .
Being a fanatic for these sort of
films, compiled below is a brief
guide to the best of the worst.
While some of these films are
already on television, many of
them can be seen in the choicest
theatres in the area (the kind that
still give dishes), a drive-in, or
occasionally Perth Amboy.
Night of the Living Dead NOTLD is kind of the grandfather of the " Bad" film. Due to

The.Roots Of Jazz
by Mary Anna Polansky
school under a strict disciplin- was written in three minutes, you
Big bands flourished during
arian. You could either take it have to know a little about
the Forties. The year 1944 was
under Dorsey or you couldn't. semantics. By the time Oscar
especially important, for the teBut if you could, you learned gave me the lyrics and I sat down
dious musicians' strike against
something. Opus One was my to the actual business of writing
the record companies had come
first and biggest record hit. the notes, I already knew all the
to an end. During a two-year
Tommy fired me once because I governing circumstances - the
period, the bands had played on
insisted on putting something scene, the mood, the singer, the
radio, in movies, in public perdifferent into it - Tommy in- subject, and even the fact that it
formances, and at wartime
sisted it be played as it was on the was to be a waltz. These things
camps. But the records had
record because that's what the had all been decided. So, when
strictly been reserved for singers
public expected. I said I couldn't the three minutes began to tick
backed by vocal groups. Such
becreativethatway,andhesaid: off, the only problems were, in a
names as Frank Sinatra, Dinah
"Be creative on somebody else's sense, indefinable ones. SomeShore, Ella Fitzgerald, Perry
time." But I came back to the thing had to be added - it's what
you add if you're a good comComo, Peggy Lee, and Dick
band. Dorsey was probably Haymes became well-known to
no, unquestionably - one of the poser. For me the process of
the public due to the strike.
greatest bandleaders of all time. musical composition is a very
But by November, 1944, when
It's a funny thing, though - he rapid outpouring. I can't comthe last negotiations were comnever knew when he had made a pose note by note, as though I
pleted, big bands rushed back
record hit. 'There's no secret, no were carving wood - a chip
into the recording studios. The
formula for a hit,' he used to say. here, a chip there." Oh, Wh.at a
bands made up for the strike'Usually it's something on the Beautiful Mornin' was recorded
for_Decca on July 25, 1944.
bound years by conceiving new
wrong side of the record .' "
It's Only a P.aper Moon (Nat
arrangements and adding new Opus One was recorded for VicKing Cole version) - Although
sidemen. Unique sounds were tor on November 14, 1944.
beginning to be heard in the
Oh, What a Beautiful Mornin' Nat King Cole was known pribands of Tommy Dorsey, Jimmy
(Jimmy Dorsey version)-Sonny marily as a vocalist, his trio
Dorsey, Harry James, Gene
Burke arranged this delightful became an innovative force in
Krupa, and Artie Shaw. Woody
Rodgers and Hammerstein class- jazz. Cole ' s piano , Oscar
Herman formed a band, the first
ic for the Dorsey band . The clari- Moore's guitar, and Johnny
of his Herds. Stan Kenton was
net composed most of the Miller's bass made It's Only .a
playing a new kind of jazz. Exmelody, while the trumpet took P.aper Moon a top exercise in trio
perimentation occurred within
the musical liberties. The song arrangement. The piano_and the
the standard swing framework.
was introduced to the public on guitar play as one instrument, yet
String sections were added to the historic opening night of they sound clear and distinctive.
many bands. Musicians were . Oklahoma!, March 31 ; 1943. The bass supplies an even beat,
,sure they could recapture _the Oklahoma! broke with the tra- while the other two ins~ruments
love of listeners and get them 'd itional forms of musical move from syncopation to ·swing
interested in something other comedy; instead of a guy singing to ·syncopation again. Cole's
than vocal music. Although the about love in front of a chorus vocalizing retains a jazz flavor
big bands never again reached
line of cuties, the character sang also recognizable in the singing
the heights of pre-strike days, offstage and commented on the of Frank Sinatra and Billy Ecktheir music, according to the crops and the weather. It actually stine. The offbeat images are
book The Swing Era: 1944-1945, took Richard Rodgers three perfect for a wry, skeptical
was full of a "renewed joie- de , mint,i\es to set his compositi~n delivery: " ... a melody played in a
wine." Some of the Swing Era's ~o-.yr, on paper_. t;ia~,re,rst~m penny arcade. It' s.a Barnum a_nd
most famous and popular music . l SIIT!ply, g~l(e him t~e )rncs, Baile)'. ~orld, , Just as phony as it
came from this middle-Forties ~odgers wer,,_t,qver to -tl)e i;uano, CcJn b,e." It's (?nly a P.aper Moon
period:
. .
,
and in no time, a Bro"dway clas- , was recorded for Capitol on
Opus One (Tommy' Dorsey sic was born. But aq:ord!~g to December 15, 1943.
version) According to - Sy Rodgers,
the compos1t1onal
Oliver who conceived the piece, aspects ~ere not that easy t?
Next: Sentimental Journey,
Opus One used the same format .,h,;;;a;.;.n;.;;d;.;.le;.:;_.;;Be.;.;,.fo;.r;.;e;...:.y.;;,o;,;u_c;.;a.,n.;..;s.;;,ay:....1t,;,__s_w_e_e_t_L_o_r_ra_i_n_e_,_a_n_d_m_o_r_e_
. --,
as another swing classic, Jersey
Trips To The
Bounce. Oliver explained that
Brooklyn
Museum's
Nubian Exhbition
the title was a joke: "Who would
The Co-Curricular Program Board will .be sponsoring a bus
ever call a jazz piece an opus?" In
trip to the Nubian Exhibition at The Brooklyn Museum on
Opus One, the clarinet is the
Thursday, December 7, 1978. Ors. Spaulding and Socarras will
star; surprisingly the piece did
be guiding Kean 's group through the exhibition . The bus will
not accentuate the trombone,
leave campus at 11 :30 a.m. from the Wilkins Theatre. The 50¢
Tommy Dorsey's instrument.
tickets are on sale in Student Activities, CC-143, 527-2044. The
Buddy De Franco, Dorsey' s lead
exhibition runs from October 1, 1978-December 31, 1978.
clarinetist, described what it was
The Nubian Exhibition at The Brooklyn Museum features the
like to play for one of the Swing
treasures and artifacts from the Nubian Empire which·existed in
Era's leading bands : "Playing
parts of Egypt and the Sudan from 4000 B.C. through 1200 A.O.
with Tommy was like going to

an alien virus brought back from
outer space the dead are com;ng
back alive. " There is no time for
the comfort of a funeral. You
must burn your dead." These old
dead ladies in night gowns are
trying to get at the live flesh in
this Pennsylvania farm house.
NOTLD can be ~een on television and occasionally at a
theatre. I recommend a theatre
due to television editing. Quite
unusual for this 1967 film is that
the hero is black (in an all white
cast) . And you know what
happens to him.

Texas Chainuw Massacre "Chainsaw" is the kind of movie
that people who really aren't
into "Bad " will go see. After all,
the Museum of Modern Art
owns a print of "Chainsaw."
Taken from a true account, teenagers are lured to a battered
house where this huge goon
lives who thinks he is a punk version of Pete the butcher. One by
one they are made rib steaks and
placed on a hook. There is an
absence of blood and the sound
is too good. There is one good
scene between the chainsaw and
a paraplegic (you know I never
thought a wheelchair could cut
so easily).
Horror High - A fairly new
entry that deals with a smart ass
four eyes who is always picked
on at school. Kid gets hold of a
formula and here we go again
with Dr. Jekly/Mr. Hyde meets
Carrie. The nerd gets back at all
the people in the school that
have been on his ass. There is
one excellent scene between a
school paper cutter and a nasty
English teacher. Dracula's DogNo, you s.ay. Yes, you got it, a
dog. The poor dog they coaxed
to do this film looked as if he was
ready to spit the fangs out any
minute. The dog of the real
Count Dracula comes to the
States to seek out his dead
master's American cousin. At the
end we have a litter of vampire
puppies and a sore ass.
I E.at Your Flesh - Great classic
about hippies living on a commune and a ghost town that
doesn 't want them. To get back
at the hippies for spiking his
grandfather with acid, this little
towhead gets the idea of injecting rabbies into these meat pies
and selling them to the starving
Dead heads. The result is a bunch
of long-haired hippie freaks runnin around with Crazy Foam on

their mouths and a crazed glint
in their eyes. This film opens new
horizons for the electric carving
knife.
R.abid Starring Marilyn
Chambers, the Ivory Snow girl as
the parasitic host, " Rabid " is
pretty much in the same vein as
" Eat Your Flesh " in that there are
a lot of people maniacally tearing
around the town with Crazy
Foam on their mouths. Due to
contracting a germ, Marilyn
(Behind the Green Door)
Chambers sets her mind to
spread the good word of rabies
throughout
the
continental
United States, Canada , and Mexico. Everyone start singing,
" Rabies is for everybody I"

L.ast House On The Left Directed by George Romero, the
same man who brought "Night
Of The living Dead" to the silver
screen, "last House On The
Left" concerns itself with a pair
of adolescent girls who go to the
big city , for a rock and roll
concert, try to cop, run into the
wrong people, and the poor
dears, they miss the concert. The
girls are brought out to the country by this motley bunch and they
decide to play the Iggy Stooge
Abuse-A-Body game. The girls
are tortured, humiliated, and
finally killed. The parents of one
of the girls run into the gang and
revenge is taken. Exciting scenes
with a chainsaw in the family rec
room. "Last House On The Left"
does not evoke terror but rather
a disgust. Only for people into
self-abuse, films like "Mark Of
The Devil," or walking on potato
chips in your bare feet.
That's enough for now. But
remember, keep scannins the
movie page and the TV Guide.
''Bad" will rise to the top of the
celluloid trash heap!

The Council for Exception.al
Children (C.E.C.) is sponsoring .a ski trip to uke Pl.add
from Feb. 23-25. The $80 price
includes .accommod.ations,
ir.ansport.ation, me.ah .and
entert.ainment. Sign up In
front of the Sn.ack B.ar on
weekd.ays until Dec. 15th. A
$25 deposit Is required before
Dec. 20th. Come join us for .a
weekend of skiing fun.
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appe11i11gs • Club ~appe11i11gs • Club H

EntertainmerJt
CCB Film Presents
' The Sunday Night Movies
featuring

"The World's
Greatest Lover"
December 10
Wilkins Theatre

T:30 p.m.
25(1: admission

Student Activities Presents
The Wednesday Movies of the Week
featuring

American
Marketing
Association

Trip To Vermont
The Kean College Outing· Club is pla nning a trip to
Rochester, Vermont during the Xmas Vacation. T he trip will
consist of hiking, cross country, and downhill s kiing. The
house that we rented is located in Green Mountain Nat ional
Forest and is near Killington and Sugarbush Mountains.
The trip will extend from December 31 to January 7. The
approximate costs will be $100 per person. This will include
house rental, food , and transportation costs. Other expenses
such as ski rental and lift tickets is not included .
All interested people should attend our meeting Tuesday,
December 12th at I :40 in J 130. If you are serious. a deposit
of $40 is required by December 12th. We are limited to 18
people. If you can't attend the meeting, please call Amy 2334018 or Mike 337-7125.

T he regular meeting of the
A .M .A. will be on the 13 of
December at 3:00 p.m . in
room J-301. The featured
guest speaker _will be ftdele
Adelson, senior vice president of the Softness Group.
Inc. a New York City public
relations firm . Refreshments will be served after the
meeting, new members are
welcomed to come.

Science
Organization

Spanish Cultural
and Social Club

The Kean College Science
Organization is having its
Christmas Party on Tuesday.
December 12th at 3:00 in
Downs Hall, Meeting Room 8-Alumni Lounge. If you are
interested, please sign up at the
Science Org. Room C-134. All
students are invited!

Industrial
Arts Club

The Spanish Cultural and
Social Club will be sponsoring
an international Food Fair on
December 9th in the Grill
Room (near the entrance to the
Pub) from 5:00 p.m. to 8:00
p.m. A Christmas Party will be
held afterwards. All students
are invited .

There will be a regular meeting
of the Industrial Arts Club on
Tuesdays during the college free
hour. Meetings will be held in
H-111. Please feel free to
attend.

The Marx Brothers
in

'~A11imal Crackers"
December 13
Little Theatre

3 & 8 p.m.

Free admission

Come to the next Coffeehouse on Thursday,
December 14, 8:30-?. This will be the last one of
this semester and probably the best. There may be
some surprises and new entertainers. Featuring:
Mark and Donna, Joe and Auna, Steve 8. and
Yolanda at the piano, Gus Cero, Joe Cherepou,
Gary O'Neil, Pete-Bob-Jeff, and many more
friends.
Sign up in CC112 or call 527-2573 for a time
slot.lup.S. Thanks to all who have he_lped to make
these programs a success.
From
Dave, Donna, Margaret, Evan

MAME . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·.... ·•••······· .···· ····

ADDRESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
I have enclosed ?'Y remittance as per the above .

Place under heading of • • • • • . • • . . • . • • ~ • • • • • • · · · · • · • • •

Exodus Gospel
Choir
presents

Gospel Festival 78
Thursday, Dec. 7
Little Theatre
7:30 P.M.
Admission Free
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Notices

ices

Notices
HOLIDAY DECO RA TIO NS

Student
Organization
Constitution

Spanish SAT

The Exchange will be located in the
Browsing · Room m the Bookstore
Building.

FOR SALE
Ri val counter top clothes washer.
Perfect for dorm or apt. Portable,
like new great gift idea $25.1111. Also
ladies ski boots size 9½/ I 118 $15.00.
Call now 352-6504.

WANTEU TO BUY
Baseball cards prefer pre-19711 but
others okay. Will pay top dollar if
good. Cheek attics. basements,
garages for odd shoe boxes used for
storage. Ask older brothers. Call
Tom 727-03911.

REUWI TME T SCHEUULE FOR UECEMBER
Each month, from October through May. companies, government agen·
cies, and graduate schools will send representatives to Kean College campus
to interview interested seniors. Students should contact our ollice 11 they
wish to participate in our recruitment program.
12-7-78 - Internal Revenue Service
12-12-78 - N.J . StateJ)epartment of Human Services
12-13-78 - Burroughs Corporation
12- 14-78 • Mutual of Omaha
t:' - 19-78 • N.J. YMHA-YWHA Camps

FOR RENT

KENILWORTH, 4 bedroom apartme111. 211d noor, available immediately, $4511.1111 per month, includi11g
hea! . Call after 6 p.m . 272-9141.

I_:#.:#.#.:#.#.:#.• •#.:#.:#.:#.:#.#.#.. . #. #. :#. :#. #. #. :#. ~
~

~

.

~

Give
Someone
You Love
A

l

-------A-,. . ,-. . -L. . . N-l-., I-o_N_ _ _ _ l_~
11
The Nu Sigma Phi Book Exchange will
reopen at the beginning of next semester.

INFO NEEUEU
A11yo11e with i11formatio11 about
local square or rou11d dance dubs,
please co11tact Uorrie Christman in
Bartlett Hall, apt. 51111 or phone 527271111. Call after 11:1111 p.m.

The Annual Student Teaching Application Meeting for juniors
who are full and part time education majors intending to student
teach in the 1979-80 academic year will be held on December 12th at
I :40 p.m . in the Wilkins Theater. Students with a degree who are
working toward certification are also invited if they plan student
teaching for next year. Distribution of applications for student
teaching assignments will be followed by an orientation session.
Sophomores who intend to major in Elementary, Early Childhood, Fine Arts, English, Library Science, Physical Education,
Mathematics, Spanish, Science and Social Studies Education will
meet at 2:40 p.m·. in the Wilkins Theater on December 12th to
receive applications for the Junior Field experience.

Graduation Roster

"'

SE R VICES
lrnwanted hair perma11ently
removed . Aida Litwack, 269
{;regory Ave., W. Ora11ge, 7365749.

Teaching Applications

On Saturday, December 16, 1978, the Scholastic Aptitude
Test (SA 1) will be administered in Spanish at Kean College
of New Jersey.
The SAT is one of the admission requirements for those
applicants who wish to be considered for acceptance to this
college as matriculated students, which is the only admission status that will allow them to receive financial· aid if
found eligible. This will be an institutional test, evaluated by
an admissions officer according to the College Board directions. If a student is taking the Spanish SAT with us, but is
planning to attend another college, he should contact that
institution first to find out if they are willing to take those
scores as good. A transscript-letter will be sent to that school
upon the student's request.
The students interested in taking this test, or those who
wish more information about it, should contact Maria A.
Tobenas at (201) 527-2195. BEFOR E DECEMBER 9, 1978.

Classifieds
LOST
Anyone who h11s found II blue notebook with economic and modern
art notes, please return it lo the
Independent Office, CC-1111. Exams are coming up and I desperately 11eed the notes . Contact Uaniel
Pyle, Photography Editor.

Any group planning to decorate a ny area ot campus for the holidays must
get the approval of the Student Activities Office, College Center 143.
I he following regulations MUST be observed or the decorations will he
removed at the order of the Fire Warden:
I. No live trees or gree ns may be used indoors.
2. Artificial trees or greens must have ev idence that they are lire retarded
·o r tlameproof.
3. If lights are used . all strings of lights must bear a U.L. label.
4. Use of frayed electrical cords. damaged plugs. multiple outlets (octopus
plugs) is prohibited .
5. Highly flammable materials such as cotton batting. ~traw, dry vines.
leaves, artificial !lowers or shrubbery and plastic materials shall not be used
unless flameproofed, and evidence of the flameproofing must be available.
6. Please use foil , not paper. for cut-outs and simila'r used .
7. Decorations must be non-religious in nature and theme.
8. The decorations must be removed by Dec. 21 .
9. There will bea maintenance charge for cleani ng each area that has heen
devorated if it is necessary in the Maintenance Department's opinion.

The Constitution of Student Organization is
now in the process of being approved. Any fulltime undergraduates wishing to review this document may obtain a copy in the Student Organization offices located in the College Center Rm 128.
All proposed revisions should be typed and submitted to Ray Parente, preside;nt by 4:00 p.m. on
Wednesday, December 13th.., 1978. Your cooperation in this matter will be greatly appreciated.

The roster of candidates for graduation, rebruary 18, 1979, has
been posted on a bulletin board in Townsend Hall, outside T-106.
More than 400 senior students had applied, were evaluated and are
now anticipating graduation in February.
At present, the Registrar's evaluators are reviewing the records of
graduation applicants for June 7, 1979. If you have not filed for
August graduation, kindly do so immediately. Applications are
available in the Registrar's Office located ·on the first floor of the
Administration Building.
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Santa-Gram

/or on[u SOtt
J
All Santa-Grams must be received by 3:00 p.m. on Monday.

.

We are your selling agent - we sell your
books for you.
~Ho-ho-ho-fzo, this y~ar the Independent is giving students the op- ~
----------------------l.iportunity to send Santa-Grams. Thispersonal message will be pub--.·
All submissions to Bulletin Board must be received before
Wr·
litr.
3:00 p.m. the Friday prior to publication. Any questions
~fished in the December 14th issue. For-only 50<t, you can send your :
concerning Bulletin Board should be addressed to the
'd
t·
~
Bulletin Board Coordinator by calling ext. n39 - on cam~ sipecza iperson tn your f e a yu e ll e gree mg.
~

l"

pus, or, off campus: 355-0174; Fridays between noon and
7:30 p.m.
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FEAST OF THE
IMMAC U LATE CON CEPTION
December 8
12: 15 P. M .
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(N ear Bookstore)
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Catholic Campus
Ministry

sponsors
A Day Of
Retreat
for Kean College
Students - Staff
Faculty
Prayer• Scripture
Quiet Reflection
Mass
Sun ., Dec. 10, 1978
11 :00 a.m.-6 :00 p .m.

For details please call:
Fr. Rich Garcia

355-6660
Spend a day of quiet before
the · Christmas Tidal Wave
begins
All Invited
Please Join Us

Thursday, December 7, 1978
12:15 p .m .

Co-Curricular Program Board presents :
Daryl Beard - Guitarist-Singer ,
Jazz Dance
Third World Movement Gospel Choir Pertormance
Explorer Scouts
Third World Movement Gospel Choir Reception
Delta Sigma Thet~

Sloa n Lge
Dance Studio-Gym
Little Theatre
]137
Grill Rm
Mtg Rm B

Friday, December 8, 1978
12:15 p.m.
·
9:00-2:00 a.m.

Mass - Feast of the Immaculate Conception
Delta Sigma Theta Disco

1:irowsing Rm
Grill Rm

Saturday,
8:00-4:00
1 :00-6:00
5:00-2 :00

CLEP Testing
Omega Psi Phi Meeting
Spanish Social Club Christmas Party

Dining Rm I
Alumni Lge
Grill Rm

Alpha Delta Pi
Faculty Recital - Caralie Ann Mochernuk
Mass
CCB Film: " The World ' s Greatest Lover"
25¢ admission

Mtg Rm B
Wilkins Theatre
Browsing Rm

Kean Instructional Team
Rotaract Club
Omega Psi Phi
CCB presents : George Thorogood and
The Destroyers and The Alan Harris Band
Tickets $3.00

W217
W202A
Mtg Rm B

4 :30- 6 :00 p .m.
7:30 p.m .
7:40-10 :10 p .m.
8 :30 p.m .
7:30-i0:00 p.m .

December 9, 1978
p .m.
p .m.
a.m .

Sunday, December 10, 1978
1 :00-4 :00 p.m.
3:00 p .m .
6:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Monday, December 11, 1978
10:50-12:05 p .m .
7:40-end
9:00-11:00 p .m.
8 :00 p .m.

Tuesday, December 12, 1978
10:30 a.m.
12 :15 p.m .
12:30 p.m .

1 :40,~ 2:55 p .m.

Student Activities Coffeebreak
Christian Prayer
Lunchtime Theatre presents: " Sailing"
49¢ admission
Recreation Club
Psychology Club
PROUD
Recreation Association
IFSC
Latin Sorority
IVCF
Education Arts & Systems
Education Policy Science
Circle K Club
Chem-Physics Club
Association for Computing Machinery
Council for Exceptional Children

FASA

3:00- 5:00 p .m .
7:30-10:00 p.m .
7:40-10 :10 p.m .

"

Internatio nal Students Association
EEO Office
Outing Club
Pre-Law Club
Math-Computer Science
EEO Counseling
Latin Fraternity
Rho Theta Tau
Nu Sigma Phi
Nu Sigma Tau
Delta Sigma Pi
Sigma Kappa Phi
Nu Delta Pi

a Psi)142

Wednesday, December 13, 1978
12 :00 noon
12 :30 p .rn.
3 :00 p.m.
3 & 8 p.m.
3 :05- 5 :45 p.m .
7:40-10:10 p.m .
7:40-10 :10 p.m .
10:00 p.m.

Wilkins Theat re

Wilkins Theatre

Hutchinson Lby
Dougall Hall 3 fl
Little rheatre
Browsing Rm
)333
W201B

W201A
W207

W200
]101
W100
W309
]143
C218
CSW111
)137
VE112
)102
f115
)130
]103
8224
]131
W201B
l:irowsi ng Rm
W209
W402B
W413
J-136
]141

Sigma Beta Tau
Lambda Chi Rho
Zeta Delta Pi
Alpha Theta Pi
Sigma Beta Chi
Rho Theta Tau
Council for Exceptional Children
Circle K Club

]143
B2241:3
T212
VE207
VE211
VE311
T210
B222

Woman Talk
Lunchtime Theatre presents : "Sai ling"
49¢ admission
American Marketing Association
S/ A Film: " Animal Crackers" free
EEO Counseling
Chi Alpha
First Aid Class
Recreation Club

Alumni Lge

Any submissions to "What's ·Going On should be directed to the Student Activities Office, CC-143.
The Independent does not handle material for this column. Any material submitted to the
Independent for this column cannot be guaranteed inclusion. Deadline for submission is Thursday one week in advance of the event, minimum.

Little Theatre
]301
Little Theatre
)131
W401
B222
Mtg Rm A

•
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Kean Skaters Upset By Rutgers, Columbia
On a cold rainy night at the
Branch Brook Ice Center in
Newark, the Kean College Hockey Team (6-4) was getting ready
for their biggest game in their
short history.
They just came off a stunning
4-1 upset by Rutgers but this
didn't seem to dampen this
young team 's spirits.
·
Instead there was a feeling of
confidence from the Squires
pre-game locker room. They
were ready, and hopeful of beating Columbia to climb into first
place in the Metropolitan
Hockey Conference . Columbia
just beat Kean 4-1 two weeks ago
which had prompted Coach Tom
O ' Donnell to make several
changes.
Then Kean beat Fordham and
Jolin Jay and knew they could
handle the powerful Columbia
team. They were to be denied,
but not before putting a courageous effort together that was
inspiring to Coach O ' Donnell
and his assistant Bob Boylon .
What the large crowd awaiting
the start of this College Hockey
Classic didn't know wat that
Kean would be playing without
two of its starting players who
were out sick, and two other

starters who were playing sick.
This didn't stop the Squires who
came out on fire and freshman
Mike Cloogher put them ahead
1-0 after one period of play.
Kean was in trouble because
early in the first period they lost
the services of star forward Don
Gambardella (ankle injury) for
the rest of the game. And on top
of that Captain Mike Griffin in-_
jured his hand with a severe cut.
This did not stop the hard hitting
Squires as they kept flying; other
members ol the team gave all
they had.
Early in the second period
John Lang scored to increase
Keans' lead to 2-0, but the
referees disallowed the goaFand
it seemed that Kean's drive was
stalled. Columbia scored three
goals in the second period. Many
teams would be so discouraged
that the game would be all but
over, but not Kean . They came
out flying in the final period. The
" Grif Line" of John Primavera,
Mike Griffin, and Mike Cloogher
were shelling Columbia's great
goalee, Tim Branot.
But then it happened . What
plagued Kean all year was about
to take the fire out of them again.
That being poor officiating, over

independenl

SPORTS
tional meeting. We remind you
that there is no fee to participants and oxygen tanks are
provided free! We urge the
college community to avail
themselves of this trel'!lendous
opportunity.
Karate Club - All interested
persons are invited to attend a
class - with or without previous
experience. Karate and selfdefense training is not only
valuable for its physical conditioning benefits, but also for the
psychological
confidence
it
instills in dedicated practitioners. Self-confidence and
self-discipline are personality
assets for every individual I Monday and Wednesday 12:15-1 :30
p.m. CSW-109; Tuesday and
Thursday 6:00-8:00 p.m. D-107.
Gymnastics Club - Interested
persons have been finding their
way over to CSW-118 on Tuesdays and Thursdays (1 :40-2:55
p.m.) to work out and tone up. A
nice way to take a mid-day
break! Join them I Advisor: Mary
Key Menell.
Ski Club This Sunday,
December 10th, is the season
opener trip to Hunter Mountain
Ski Resort. Seats MAY still be
available call advisor Dan
Goldstein at 846-9517 for a seat
reservation .
Track and Field Club - Advisor, Clarence
Bumpas is
attempting to secure indoor
track facilities in the
Union/Elizabeth area for daily
workouts. Club members shooting for open tourney in
December of January. Interested persons welcome to check it
outl Call Clarence at Ext. 2323.
Dance Club - Advisor Mr. Bill
Chaison will be re-organizing
the Dance Club into a performin g group in prepa ration for the
spring dance recital. All those
who remember last year's
dynamite performance and wish
to participate in this year's show
- make a point to attend the first
Dance Club meeting next
semester. Mr. Chaison is asking
for dedicated dance attendance
for another well-polished KCDT
performance. A good opportunity for some " on stage" experi-

Photo by Patricia Gallante

Two members of the "Grif Line" Mike Griffin and John Primguera get ready to face off against Columbia.
Skaters were beat 3-1 in a thriller.
100 penalty minutes, and the
Squires were beat! Two more
starters were ejected from the
game as Columbia was allowed
to intimidate the young Squires.
After the game, the atmosphere in the Kean Locker room
was not as though they were
losers, because they are not.
" I am more sure now than ever
that we will be in the playoffs,"

Recreation Round Up
Three-~yer Basketball
The playoffs for this event was
a single elimination tournament
with the teams seeded on the
basis of their final standings from
the regular season. The first
place champs were the
" T.W .M.'s" lohn Pierre, Barry
Wilder, Mike Askew, Kelvin
Steward and Keith Rich. Following T.W.M. were the K.G.'s 2nd
place, Mazes 3rd place, and The
Derelicks 4th place.
The Department of Intramural-Recreational Sports was
very pleased with the turnout of
Three-Player
Basketball and
plans to include it in next year's
intramural calendar.
Basketball
Freethrow Contest
The time and date has been
set. The contest will take place
on Tuesday, December 12th during the college hour (1 :40-2 :55
p.m .) in the main gym of
D 'Angola . There will be two
divisions : The men's division (50
attempts) and the women 's
division (25 attempts). Students
and faculty are encouraged to
drop by to try their luck ... no pre-sign up necessary!
Volleyball
As of Wednesday, November
29th, the standings are as
follows : Charleston Ches 5-0;
Almond Joy 6-1 ; Quarters 5-1;
Krone 4-3; Mr. Goodbar 4-4;
Mousketeers 3-3; Last Year's
Champs 3-4; SMD 2-5; Nestle's
Crunch 2-6.
CLUB SPORTS·
Yoga Club - Since instructor
Mike McHugh has maintained
such strong interest and dedication from his yoga practitioners,
he will continue to hold classes
throughout the January minimester. Keep eyes open for
date/time and whereabouts of
meetings. Presently meeting:
Tuesday 1 :40-2:55 D-125/127 and
Wednesday 7:00-9:00 p.m. D127. Yoga-for a healthier you I
Scuba Club- Since scuba diving is a progressive skill training
club, attendance at the beginning of the program is mandatory. The next session will
begin early February; watch for
the date/time of the organiza-

-

·

Coach O'Donnell said . " I am
very proud of each of our
players . They gave 100% and
that 's all that anyone can ask for.
We're the better team and we
know it. That means alot. "
O ' Donnell , nor any of the
players, would comment on the
officiating, even though most
observers felt it was even worse
than the last time these two
teams met. Instead everyone was
looking ahead to a game with
Queens on Wednesday night.
For the Kean College Hockey
Team the season is young. This
year the team is stronger than last

year, but so are the other teams.
They will surely need the
courage th_
ey showed against
Columbia.
This is the first time Kean lost
two games in a row since the first
two games of the 1977-78 season .
Slap shots : Kean again outshot
Columbia 26-25. Kean 's Goalie
Lou Nyitray was excellent in goal
and will start against Queens.
Kean has added Glassboro State
to its schedule on Dec. 13th at
Branch Brook Ice Center at 10:00
p.m. Three stars : Lou Nyitray,
John Primavera, Mike Cloogher.

Metropolitan Hockey Conference

Eastern Division Standings

encel Tuesday and Thursday
1:40-4:20 p.m., D-107 ..
Volleyball Club Still meeting on Mondays from 8:00-10:00
p.m. in D-110A and Wednesdays
3:00-5:00. CSW-109 - Come on
over!

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Columbia
Fordham
Kean
Rutgers
Stony Brook
John Jay
N.J.I.T.

w

l

4
4
3
3
2
2
1

2
3
4
2
4
4
5

T
2
0
0
0
1
0
0

Polnb
10
8
6
6
5
4
2

Squirettes Swim For New Records
The swimming program at
Kean College is finally moving in
the right direction.
The Squirettes posted a 6-3-1
record a year ago, the best in the
school 's history, and should do
even better this time around .
Howard Cushnir is the new

coach, replacing Larry Pitt, who
ingfield) and diver Patty Gilmarresigned at the end of last year.
tin (Staten Island).
" We've got almost everyone
Adams was unbeaten in dual
bade, so I'm looking forward to a meet competition last year and
good year," Cushnir said. " The
set six individual records.
team broke every school record
Lois Menke, the leading pointin the book last year and they
-getter in 1978 has decided not to
should do it again this season. "
compete, but Cushnir expects
Cushnir had 21 women come
newcomers Nanette Lozier, BarKean Women Take
out for the team, including 13
bara McGregor and Barbara Van
Brown Tourney Title freshmen and sophomores . The 01st to more than fill the void .
leading returnees include Deb" Our diving program should
PROVIDENCE, R.I. - Elaine bie Adams, a junior from South
also be much improved with
Carroll and Jennifer Savio each Amboy, Laura Miko, a junior
Patty and Karen Scurzo (South
scored 22 points and won all- from Maplewood, Ellen Green
Orange) working with my assistournament honors to pace Kean (Harrison), Peggy Graessle _(Sprtant Carol Yunker," Cushnir said.
College to an 83-62 championship victory over the University
of Rhode Island in the title round
Department of Intramural
of the Brown Invitational
Recreational Sports
Women's Basketball tournament.
presents
Carroll, a junior forward from
Bayonne, made seven steals and
Savio, a 6-2 senior center from
South Jersey, was the high
rebounder for Kean (3-0) with 16.
Dec. 12, College Hour (1 :40-2 :55)
Lead ing Rhode Island, which
trailed the entire game, were
D' Angola Gym
Naomi Graves w ith 20 points and
Kim Dick w ith 17.

"Freethrow Contest"

KEAN COLLEGE - 83
Shea 2-1-5, Carroll 7-6-22, Hanna 0-0-0,
Lombardi 0-0-0, Savio 9-4-22, Marshall 0-00, Koza 3-0-6, Berry 2-3-7, Rush 4-1-9,
Wallace 1-0-2, Patrick 5-0-10
Totals 33-17-63
UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND - 62
Nelson 0-1-1 , Douglas 0-0-0, Mahan 2-15, Dinoto 1-3-5, Gallagher 0-0-0, Beehan 00-0, Walton 1-0-2, Desillier 0-0-0, Phelps 33-9, Champlin 1-1-3, Graves 7-6-20, Dick 73-17Hph
Totals: 22-16-62
H•lftime: Ke.n 42-28
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Stop by and try your luck!
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Squires Off To Tough Start; -D rop Two
Home Cooked Call
Kills Squire Hopes
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Photo by Joe Leatherwood

Hubbard (21) goes ~p against Stony Brook's center to start the game off on Friday, while Manfre (25) and
Cavanaugh (1 0) wait for a chance at the ball.

by Frank Whalen
While smoking his post-game
cigar, there was visible frustration in the face of head coach Joe
Palermo. His team were victims
of a bad call by the referees that
cost them a chance to win their
season opener in Pennsylvania
Wednesday night.
Down 66-63 with just under a
minute left in the game, Kean 's
Bill Ortiz slapped the ball loose
from a Kutztown rebounder,
knocking it into the corner
where a made scramble went on
and where a Kutztown player
literally punched the ball out of
bo u nds.
Guess what?
The referees were the only
ones in the gym t hat missed it. O f
cou rse, the home partisan
crowd , who at t his time were
tongue-in-cheek, didn 't m ind.
But coa ch Palermo and his
players argued in protest , bu t to

Kean Trounced By Stony Brook 97-80
by Rich Washy
Kean Coll ege's Squ ires 0-2,
were overpowered in t heir
home o pener Friday n ight in a
battle o f Divisi on 111 powe rho uses . Ston y Brook, defend ing
champ ions and a strong pre-season pick to repeat, took advantage o f poo r Kean shootin g (41 %),
21 turn o vers and some red hot
shooti ng o f th ei r own (56%) to
raise it's record to 3-0.
Kean kept t he game cl ose
throughou t much o f the f irst half
despite early foul problems,
which kept 'Steve Depts and
Jerome Hubbard on the bench
for much of this half with 3 fouls
apiece.
Led by Hubbard (2 steals, 2
blocked shots and 6 points) and a
hustling defense, Kean tied the
score at 18 on a Mike Manfre
layup. Stony Brook then too k off
on a 6 point tear ignited by two
baskets by Mark Brown , to take
the lead 24-18.
Stony Brook never lost the
lead again , although the Squires
kept battling back. Trailing 28-22
with 6 minutes left in the half,
Kean 's Frank Smith excited the
crowd , ~tealing the dribble and
going the length of the court for
a slam dunk, cutting Stony
Brook 's lead to 4 points. That was
t he clo sest Kean was to get to the
high flying " Patriots."
After Dwight Johnson hit 2
straight jump shots for Stony
Brook, Billy Ortiz and Depts
came back with buckets of the ir
own , again cutting the lead to 4
with 3 minutes left . Then Stony
Brook's superior shooting took

o ver . Onl y the str ong shooti ng
and rebound i ng o f Randy Byrd,
who came off the ben ch to score
7 o f Kea n 's last 9 poi nts keepin g
the hal fti me score a respe ctable
51 -43.
The second hal f wa s all Ston y
Brook 's, as Kean o ffense never
could get untracked thought s to
a st rong defense forcin g 13
second half t urnovers. Led by
b illl ian t shoot ing and pla ymaking by a guard Larry Tillery, Stony
Brook bu ilt a 13 point lead .
After a jumper by Depts cut
t he lead to 11, Kean committed 3
st raight turn overs resulting in 3
qu ick Ston y Brook baskets and
never threatened the New York
team agai n.
Stony Brook's Larry Tillery led
all scores with 20, Mark Brown
chipped in 18 and Wayne
Wright's 17 lead a balanced Patriot attack . Steve Depts paced
Kean w ith 16, Mike Manfre
added 14 and Jerome Hubbard
and Frank Smith each scored 11.
KEAN 80

Depts 6-4-16, Johnson 4-0-6, Hubbard 51-1 1, Manf re 7-0-14, Cavanau gh 1-1 -33 ,
Carter 0-0-0, Sm ith 5-1-11 , Byrd 4-1-9, Ortiz 1-4-6, Hogan 0-2-2.

BASKETBALL
Fri.
8
13 Wed.
15 Fr i.
18 Mon.
19 Tues.
27 Wed.
28 Thurs.
JAN .
4
Thurs.
4 · Thurs.
Sat.
6
10 Wed.
12 Fri.

17
17
20

Wed.
Wed.
Sa t.
Wed.
Sat .
Mon.
Mon.
Wed .

24
27
29
29
31
FEB.
6 Tues.
8 Thurs.
14 Wed.
16 Fri.
16 Fri.
17 Sat.
19 Mon.
22- Thurs.
24 Sat.
Coach:
Asst.
J .V.
'N.J .S.C.A .C .

A fter
Kut ztowns '
Derr ick
Redd rallied fou r four straigh t
baskets, the last one a st uff-shot
that brought t he crowd up on its
feet and gave Kutztown a 20-13
lead , Frank Sm ith came o ff the
bench with a fine shooting touch
to narrow the score to 20-17 with
two straight jumpers.
But t urnovers o n offense and
wasted 1 and 1 opportunities
from the foul line allowed Kutztown to bu ild a 35-28 lead at the
half.

Ph o to b y Joe Leath er wood

Jerome Hubbard (21) takes free throw against Stony Brook.
Totals : 33-14-66
STONY BROOK 97

f illery 10-0-20, Wakler 4-0-ll, Bro wn 6-616, Wri i1ht 6-1-1 7, Mitchel 0-0-0 , Johnson

7-0-14 , Granlold 6-1-13, Murry 2-1-5, Pea rson 1-0-2.
Totals: 44-9-97
Halftime: Stony Brook 51 -43

Defensiye Coo·rdinator Resigns
by Frank Whalen
Defensive coordinator Ron
Feldhun 's resignation
three
weeks before the football
season 's end , was viewed by
head football coach Ray Murphy
as a decision that was good for
both sides .

Glassboro ' (V. & J.V.)
N .J .I.T. (V.)
FDU - Madison (V.)
Squire Classic (V.)
(Elmira. Clarkson, Hunter)
Yule Cup Tournament (V.)
at Montclair

ll:30 (H)
8:00 (A)
8:00 (H)
6:30 (H)
8:30 (H)
6:30 (A)
8:30 (A)

Monmouth (V.)
Union College (J .V.)
Stoci<ton" (V. and J.V.)
Wilkes College (V.)
Ramapo· (V. & J.V.)
Rutgers- Newark (V.)
Mercer CCC (J .V.)
William Paterson · (V. & J .V.)
Marist (V.)
Trenton· (V . & J .V.)
Stevens (V.)
Brookdale (J. V.)
Glassboro' (V. & J:V .)

8:00
7:00
6:00
8:00
6:30
8:00
6:00
6:15

-

Jersey City' (V. & J .V.)
Montclair' (V . & J.V.)
T r enton' (V. & J.V.)
Western Conn. (V.)
Fort Monmouth Tournament (J. V.)
at USMA Prep.
Upsala (V. & J .V.)
N .J .S.C .A .C .
Playoffs
Joe Palermo
Ollie Hawkins
Artie Rubin
GarMS
J .V. Precedes Varsity Gam•

8:00

6:30
8:00
7:00
6:15

(A)
(A)
(A)

(H)
(H)
(A)
(A)
(A)
(A )
(H)
(A)
(A)
(A)

6:15 (A)
8:30 (H)
6:00 (A)
8:00 (A)
7:00 (A)
1:30 (A)
6:30 (H)

no avail as the stubborn referees
slapped Kean with a technical
foul-which was converted by
Tony Bonano for a 67-63 lead
with 45 seconds left to play.
Kutztown took the bal I out
and stalled until Bill Ortiz fouled
out, putting Bonano on the line
for 1 and 1 situation with 14
seconds left. He made the first
and missed the second. Kean
rushed down court and scored at
the one second mark to finalize
the game 68-65.
The bad call ended up being
the ma'rgin of difference. If Kean
would have gotten the ball, they
could have scored two points
and wouldn 't have had a
technical foul assessed against
them fo r arguing .
Although distressed, coach
Palermo was proud o f the fact
tha t his team overcame their mistakes by staying in the game.
" We shot te rrib le in the f irst
hal f (11-37), we had 25 turnovers
in the game, and o ur fas t break
attack wa s terrible. W e stayed in
the game despi te t h is. I j ust w is h
t he referees didn 't miss t hat
cal l. "
Coach Pal ermo got fine bench
strengt h out of reserves Fran k
Sm ith an d Mike Ortiz, who bot h
scored 18 and 15 p o ints respect ively.

" Ron 's philosophy differed
from mine," said the head coach
last Wednesday in his office.
Murphy ci ted Feldhun 's personality as the main reason for
philosophical differences.
" Phil 's either a guy you love or
hate. He's a hardnosed coach
that unnerves and rubs off negat ively on some players. I keep a
heavy hand on discipline too,"
continued Murphy. " But I want
my players to feel relaxed on the
fiels:J as well."
Coach Mu rphy said the decisio n came when Feldhun and
him rea lized t heir differences
and after some players comp lai ned about Feldhun's style.
The coach erased any doubt in
observers minds that the resignation was unethical by poi nting
out that Feldhun stayed on till

the end to recrui t and serve 'in
other off-the-field capacities .
Also , he interjected that Feldhun should 't have any problems
finding another coaching job.
" He's a good coach who con centrated on the fundamentals
of the game and has the experience to teach ."
Ron Fe ldhun 's vacated spot on
the roster will be filled by '77
Kean graduate Bob Peterson ,
who played safety for Kean for
several seasons . Coach Murphy
doesn 't kn o w at t h is time what
capacity Peterso n will serve.
Murphy named this year 's
defe nsive line c o ach , Joe
Guglielmo from Roselle Park , to
take over the defensive coordinating responsibilities next
year .

Early in the 2nd half, Frank
Smith picked up where he left off
in the first by shooting 3 for 3
from the floo r - disallowing
Kutztown to build a lead by more
than nine points .
Then with 13 :35 left and tra iling , 45-38, Bill Ortiz came in to
give Kean a spark as well. Ortiz
propelled Kean 's trap defense by
double teaming while his mates
were cutting off the passing
lanes, causing Kutztown to
throw errant passes.
Despite all of the turnovers
Kutztown commited (19 the 2nd
half, 32 for the game), they still
managed to lead by 5 points but
no more than 9. Partially because
Kean was also commiting turnovers and because Derrick Redd,
whose perimeter shooti ng gave
him a game-high 24 points, was
immune to the defense.
From the 11 :13 mark of the
game till the 1 :34 mark, the
scores ranged from 47-42, 57-48,
59-53 and 61-55 until Steve Depts
jumper brought Kean within
four, 65-61 with 1 minute 34
seconds left.
The, after a free throw by Kutztown and a basket by Kean made
the score 66-63, coach Palermo's
nightmare began.

Kean Pins NYU At First Home Match
Kean wrestlers opened their
home season on Sat., Dec. 2 w ith
a 46-3 win over N.Y.U. The team
was led by sophomore Jack
Foley, pinning opposition in
three seconds.
Also winning by way of the p in
was Gary Pallito, 134 lbs., Sam
Palumbo, 150 lbs., and Pete

Caggiano, heavy weight. Cocaptain Ron Murphy had a tough
match, but proved to be the
better grappler by winning 11-3.
This was Ron 's first time down to
his wrestling weight o f 126 lbs.
Freshman Bill Dickson showed
talent, winning 10-7. To round
out the team 's wins, Dave Miller

won by a score of 10-5. Al
Cicalege, a senior from Newark,
and Ron Murphy, a junior from
Montclair, are the new co-captains of the team.
The wrestler 's next home
match will be against Hunter
College on December 20.

